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Abstract
The aim of this thesis is to take a closer look on how the stricter capital
requirements defined in Basel III framework will influence European banks
from a complex point of view - lending rates and volumes of provided loans,
profitability, risk taking and market value of banks. Our analysis employing
simultaneous equations and panel data models on ex post data on almost 600
banks operating in the EU in period 2005-2011 reports following results: (1)
Those banks that will be forced to effectively increase their common equity
ratio (CE/RWA) will reflect a one percentage point increase in this ratio into
higher lending rates by 18.8 basis points. (2) This should, in turn, lead to a
modest impact on the volume of provided loans, i.e. as a result of an increase of
CE/RWA to 9.5 % (the case of the strictest scenario), the loan volumes are
expected to be lowered by 2% from the current volume. (3) Our study further
reports that higher capital requirements will cause a decrease in banks’
profitability accompanied by a drop in risk taking. Banks increasing their
CE/RWA by one percentage point are expected to experience a decrease in
their profitability (measured by ROAA) by 0.122 percentage points. (4) The
above mentioned effects were identified as rather negative signals for equity
owners, which should be reflected into a drop of market value of given banks.
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Abstrakt
Cieľom tejto práce je komplexne analyzovať dopad prísnejších kapitalových
požiadaviek definovaných vrámci nového regulatorného rámca Basel III na
banky v Európskej únii, pričom detailne je študovaný dopad na úrokové sadzby
a objem poskytnutých úverov, ziskovosť, rizikovať a tržnú hodnotu bánk. Naša
analýza, ktorá aplikuje metódu simultánnych rovníc a modely panelových dát na
historické dáta pre takmer 600 Európskych bánk v období 2005-2011, vedie k
nasledujúcim zisteniam: (1) Banky, ktoré budú nútené zvýšiť svoju kapitálovú
primeranosť meranú pomerom vlastneho kapitálu k rizikovo váženým aktívam
(CE/RWA), zvýšia úrokové sadzby úverov o 18,8 bázických bodov na každý
percentuálny bod daného pomeru. (2) Toto, za predpokladu nutnosti zvýšiť
CE/RWA na 9,5%, povedie k miernemu poklesu objemu poskytnutých úverov
o 2% zo súčasného objemu. (3) Naša štúdia ďaľej prináša očakavaný výsledok, že
nutnosť zvýšiť kapitalovú primeranosť spôsobí bankám zníženie ziskovosti.
Konkrétne, každé zvýšenie CE/RWA o jeden percentuálny bod zníži ziskovosť
bánk v absolútnych hodnotách o 0,122 percentuálnych bodov. (4) Tieto efekty
sa ukázali byť negatívnymi signálmi pre investorov investujúcich do verejne
obchodovaného kapitálu bánk, a preto očakávame, že tržná hodnota bánk
zvyšujúcich svoju kapitalovú primeranosť poklesne.
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Proposed Topic: The Impact of Basel III on European Banks
Topic Characteristics:
The impacts of the recent financial crisis on a banking sector and a real
economy brought the needs for development of new banking regulations, known
as Basel III. The aim of the new regulations is to promote the resilience of the
banking system and improve its capability to absorb shocks arising from
financial and economic stress. In comparison with Basel II that is a preceding
regulatory framework, the most important changes brought by Basel III are (i)
raising the minimum capital requirements for common equity and the Tier 1
ratio, (ii) additional requirements regarding liquidity, (iii) requirements to add
a conservation buffer on the top of common equity and Tier 1 capital ratios,
and (iv) introduction of the additional capital, liquidity or other supervisory
rules for systemically important financial institutions (currently not exactly
defined) to reduce their externalities. What is more, European banks will have
to face even stricter capital requirements than Basel III instructs (Capital ratio
9% rather than Basel III’s 8%) in order to cope with the ongoing Eurozone
sovereign debt crisis.
Nowadays, the desirability of the Basel III regulations and their effects are
excessively debated. There exist two streams of views on Basel III. Firstly,
there are logical points of view that higher capital requirements decrease the
leverage and the risk of banks´ bankruptcies. Secondly, the counter arguments
emphasize that higher capital requirements increase cost of financing (equity
financing is relative more expensive than debt financing), which would lead to
the potential slow down of the loan growth, Moreover, a few articles were
published giving notice about a threat of considerable falls in banks´
profitability due to implementation of the new regulatory framework.
Therefore, the aim of this work will be to take a closer look at the costs of
the new regulatory framework and quantitatively analyze its impact on
European banks’ functions that comprise their profitability and loans provision.
Hypotheses:
1. Basel III regulation will lead to a lower loan provision in Europe.
2. Basel III regulation will decreases banks’ profitability.
3. The effects will be different across European countries as banks in some
countries have kept above required level of capital even under the
validity of Basel II.
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In order to identify the impact of a stricter regulatory framework on banks´
loan provision, a two stages least squares method capturing banks’ decisions
about how much capital they want to (or must) hold, at what level to set the
loan rate, and the size of their loan portfolio will be used. Potential changes in
profitability as a result of increased capital and liquidity requirements will be
modeled similarly by employing a two stages least squares method on banks’
profitability equations. The models will be applied on the recent data obtained
from the BankScope database utilizing the approach of quantifying the above
discussed relationships ex post and applying the results for estimation of the
possible future outcomes.
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1 Introduction
“The banks claim that they will lower the volume of provided loans as a result of stricter regulation. We will be happy when they do so. It will be a great
opportunity for us to provide more loans and acquire new customers.“
The paraphrased answer of David Putts, a CEO of
Equa Bank (Czech Republic), on a question whether
Equa Bank will decrease the level of provided loans
as a reaction to new requirements asking banks to
increase capital adequacy ratios defined within the
Basel III framework.
European
Banking & Financial Forum 2012, Czech National
Bank, April 28th, 2012

The statement of David Putts is a pertinent representative of a current excessive debate regarding the desirability of a new regulatory framework on
bank capital requirements defined by Basel III. On the one hand, there are
logical points of view that higher capital requirements lead to (i) the healthier
financial system through decreased risk of banks’ bankruptcies, (ii) lower systemic risk, and (iii) lower social costs as a result of elimination of moral hazard,
while these positives will substantially trade off any (if any) negative impacts
of stricter capital rules. On the other hand, the counter arguments emphasize
that higher capital requirements increase costs of financing for banks (equity
financing is relatively more expensive than debt financing), which would lead to
(i) the slowdown of the loan growth and potential detrimental effects on the
economies, and (ii) a decrease in profitability disabling future building of capital via retained earnings and eliminating future expansion of banks’ operations.
Therefore, the aim of this work is to take a closer look on the potential
(mainly negative) impacts proclaimed by the critics on capital regulation and,
based on the quantitative modeling, to decide whether they are justified or not.
Due to the desire to avoid potential biases as a result of heterogeneity of banking systems across the world and our geographic location, we will analyze this
topic within the borders of the enlarged European Union (the EU). In our
modeling, we employ data on almost 600 commercial banks, savings banks,
cooperative banks, real estate & mortgage banks and bank holdings & holding
companies obtained from the BankScope database covering period 2005-2011.
As further discussed within the theoretical part of this work, the topic
about possible negative impacts is broad. Due to that, in this thesis we will
empirically concentrate on four main hypotheses that together provide a com5

prehensive picture about the impact of capital requirements defined by Basel
III on European banks. Firstly, we want to quantify to what extent the European banks will increase lending rates as a result of their desire to compensate
more expensive sources of financing. In this context, we are also interested in
the elasticity of demand for loans in the EU, because it will determine the
magnitude of the drop in the volume of provided loans. To analyze this, we
employ a simultaneous equations model, where banks choose the optimal level
of capital on the principle of a capital to be a special kind of a call option. This
model was initially developed by Chami & Cosimano (2001, 2010), but for the
purposes of this study, significant amendments are required. Secondly, we are
interested in the extent to which banks will prefer decreasing the level of their
risk weighted assets (RWA) to boosting the level of capital effectively in order
to satisfy the compulsory capital ratios. Thirdly, we want to solve a puzzle
which of the effects, whether increased interest rates, or decreased risk of undertaken operations, will overweigh and consequently what the nature of the
impact (whether positive, negative or none) of higher capital requirements on
the level of profitability will be. To answer the risk- and profitability- related
questions, we employ accommodated simultaneous equations model pioneered
by Shrives & Dahl (1992), where risk, profitability and capital are modeled
endogenously. Finally, we want to clarify how investors investing into the
quoted equity of European banks will react to the stricter capital requirements
and which drivers are decisive for their judgments that, in turn, influence the
market value of quoted banks. For this purpose, we use panel data for the majority of European banks whose equity is quoted on European stock exchanges
and employ the fixed effects and random effects methodology.
The value added of this work, in our opinion, resides in the point of view
taken and methodology applied. The important contribution is that our work
looks at the issue of the impact of Basel III capital requirements from a complex perspective. While there exist some studies on the consequences of the new
capital regulation, they deal mainly with the macroeconomic impact on economies considering the channel of lower volume of provided banks separately,
forgetting about potential repercussions stemming from microeconomic procedures happening inside banks. To our best knowledge, there does not exist any
piece of literature quantitatively analyzing the issue of banks’ reaction to Basel
III from a more comprehensive view, comprising apart from lending rates, also
their risk taking behavior, profitability and market value. In addition to this,
the methodology applied in this work is specific and tailor-made.
The work is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a short theoretical
overview about the new rules on banking regulation published within Basel III
framework. This section also deals with the details of the implementation of
these rules in Europe that is slightly different in comparison with the rest of
the world. In section 3, we provide a complex overview of opinions and arguments criticizing and supporting capital requirements and their effects. Section
6

4 is an empirical analysis consisting of three subsections each representing a
different topic (impact of capital requirements on lending rates and loan volumes, profitability and risk taking, market value of banks), while each subsections starts with the overview of relevant empirical literature, continues with
detailed description of employed modeling techniques and finishes with the
overview and discussion of results. Moreover, at the end of section 4, a comprehensive discussion of all results is provided. Section 5 summarizes our findings
and concludes this work.
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2 Theoretical background

2.1 Basel III framework

The aim of the latest version of Basel Committee on Bank Supervision’s
(BCBS) reforms, known as Basel III accords, initially published on 16 December 20101 is to strengthen global capital, liquidity and risk assessment rules and
so to ensure higher resiliency of a banking sector. The reason for changing and
complementing preceding rules (Basel II) was to prevent the consequences of
market failures revealed by the crisis by improving the banking sector’s ability
to absorb shocks arising from financial and economic stress. (BCBS, 2010).
The main channels for accomplishing these goals include increasing the
quantity and enhancing the quality of capital, enhancing risk coverage and
introducing liquidity requirements. All of the measurements are supported by
defining more tight and precise market discipline and supervision. (BCBS,
2010), (BCBS, 2011b)
2.1.1

Increasing the quantity and enhancing the quality of capital
Problem

Solution

There were significant inconsistencies in the definition of capital
across countries accompanied by
the short of published information
that would have allowed the market to properly assess and compare
the quality of capital among banks.

The new definition of capital was
stated emphasizing common equity
that is the highest quality component of bank’s capital. Tier 1 capital newly consists of (1) common
shares, (2) retained earnings, and
(3) additional Tier 1 capital which
includes instruments that are subordinated, have fully discretionary
non cumulative dividends or coupons and have neither a maturity
date nor an incentive to redeem.

1
The first version of Basel III rules was published in December 2010. This followed accepting the amendments to the consultative document called Proposal to
ensure the loss absorbency of regulatory capital at the point of non-viability from
August 2010. The last version of Basel III rules was published in June 2011, followed by a few amendments, monitoring results and clarifications.
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Problem

Solution

A high quality capital base used to
back banks’ risk exposures showed
to be insufficient during the crisis.



Minimum common equity (as a
percentage of RWA) will increase from 2% to 4.5%.



Minimum Tier 1 capital as a
percentage of RWA will be
raised from 4% to 6%.



Minimum total capital (including both Tier 1 and Tier 2 capital) as a percentage of RWA
will remain at the level of 8%.

Problem

Solution

Procyclical strengthening of negative financial shocks throughout the
banking system led to destabilization of financial markets and the
economies.

Capital conservation buffer rule is
introduced. In good times, a capital
conservation buffer of 2.5% of
common equity must be held on
top of the minimum capital requirements. In times of financial
stress, banks can use the buffer
unless they make earnings distributions such as bonuses and dividends.
Moreover, Basel III requires an
additional countercyclical buffer
within a range of 0% - 2.5% of
common equity or other fully loss
absorbing capital.
These requirements are planned to
be phased in since 2016.

9

Problem

Solution

Systemically important financial
institutions (SIFIs) produce “nega-

For SIFIs, Basel III will impose
additional loss absorbency requirements ranging from 1% to
2.5% of common equity (also called
common equity Tier 1) depending
on a bank's systemic importance.
This should discourage banks from
becoming even more systemically
important.
The higher loss absorbency requirements will be introduced in
parallel with the Basel III capital
conservation and countercyclical
buffers, i.e. between 1 January
2016 and year end 2018, becoming
fully effective on 1 January 2019.

tive externalities”, i.e. adverse side
effects including:
 the harmfulness of impact of the
failure or impairment of large, interconnected global financial institutions; and
 the moral hazard costs associated
with direct support and implicit
government guarantees may amplify risk-taking, reduce market
discipline, create competitive distortions, and further increase the
probability of distress in the future).

Figure 2.1.1 The structure of bank capital after full implementation of Basel III

Normal Banks

SIFIs

Total Capital
10.5 - 13.0%

Tier 2

Total Capital
11.5 - 15.5%

Tier 2

Tier 1 Capital
8.5 - 11.0%

Hybrid Tier 1

Tier 1 Capital
9.5 - 13.5%

Hybrid Tier 1

Common
Equity
7.0 - 9.5%

Countercyclical
Buffer
Capital
Conservation
Buffer
Common
Equity

Common
Equity
8.0 - 12.0%

Loss
Absorbency

1 - 2.5%

2.5%

Countercyclical
Buffer

0 - 2.5%

4.5%

Capital
Conservation
Buffer

2.5%

Common
Equity

4.5%

0 - 2.5%

Source: Author based on BCBS (2010) and BCBS (2011b)
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2.1.2

Enhancing risk coverage

Problem

Solution

The crisis revealed a need to
strengthen the risk coverage of the
capital framework in the global
banking system. Experienced failure
to capture major on- and off-balance
sheet risks, especially exposures related to derivatives, was one of the
most detrimental factors during the
crisis.

Banks will be required to conduct
more rigorous credit analyses of
exposures connected with securitization. The reform also introduces new
risk weights to improve the ability
to capture risks in trading portfolios.
Moreover, new and stricter risk
management rules for counterparty
credit risk exposures arising from
derivatives, repos and securities
financing activities will be implemented.

2.1.3

Introducing liquidity standards

Problem

Solution

As a result of the lack of internationally harmonized standards in
the area of liquidity base requirements, many banks experienced
serious difficulties in managing
their liquidity during the crisis.
Financial markets witnessed how
negative shocks can expel liquidity
and that its comeback is not automatic and immediate.

Basel III is introducing new compulsory ratios:
 The liquidity coverage ratio
requiring banks to have sufficient high-quality liquid assets
to bear up under a 30-day
stressed funding scenario specified by its supervisors.
 The net stable funding ratio, a
longer-term structural ratio, designed to deal with liquidity
mismatches. Its aim is to make
banks to use stable sources of
funding.
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The new regulation measures introduced in Basel III framework are not valid immediately. Their implementation started in 2011 by observation and monitoring periods. The concrete measures regarding capital, liquidity and risk are
to be phased in gradually from January 2013 until 2019.

Table 2.1.1 Timeline of Basel III rules implementation
Phase-in arrangements for new minimum capital ratios
As of January
1st
Minimum Common Equity Capital Ratio
Capital conservation buffer
Common equity
+ conservation
buffer
Minimum Tier 1
Capital

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2.0%

2.0%

3.5%

4.0%

4.5%

4.5%

4.5%

4.5%

4.5%

-

-

-

-

-

0.625%

1.25%

1.875%

2.50%

2.0%

2.0%

3.5%

4.0%

4.5%

5.125%

5.75%

6.375%

7.0%

4.0%

4.0%

4.5%

5.5%

6.0%

6.0%

6.0%

6.0%

6.0%

Minimum Total
capital
Minimum total
capital + Capital
conservation
buffer
Countercyclical
buffer

8.0%

8.0%

8.0%

8.0%

8.0%

8.0%

8.0%

8.0%

8.0%

8.0%

8.0%

8.0%

8.0%

8.0%

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

SIFIS Loss absorbency capital

8.625% 9.250% 9.875%

10.5%

0-2.5%
1%-2.5%

Phase-in arrangements for new liquidity ratios
Liquidity coverage ratio
Net stable funding ratio

Observation period

Introduction minimums in 2015

Observation period

Introduction minimums in 2018

Phase-out arrangements for capital instruments no longer qualified as Tier 1
2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

90.0%

80.0%

70.0%

60.0%

50.0%

40.0%

30.0%

20.0%

10.0%

0.0%

Source: Author based on BCBS (2010) and BCBS (2011b)
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2.2 Implementation of new banking regulation in Europe
The implementation of new banking regulation will have some specific
characteristics in Europe. Firstly, the European Union (EU) will implement
Basel III rules according to the Capital Requirements Directive IV (CRD IV)
published by European Commission in July 2011. And secondly, the European
Union needs to make capital requirements for its banks even stricter as a consequence of sovereign debt crisis spread across Eurozone.

2.2.1 Capital Requirements Directive IV
CRD IV implements Basel III for more than 8,300 banks that operate in
the EU (representing about 50% of the world’s global banking assets). On the
top of the rules required by Basel III, it introduces a number of additional
changes to the banking regulatory framework. Moreover, while Basel III rules
apply only to “internationally active banks”, CRD IV ensures their application
to all banks as well as investment firms in the EU. CRD IV is composed of two
parts: (1) a Directive that contains additional rules complementing Basel III
about deposit-taking activities, and (2) a Regulation that provides detailed
prudential requirements for financial institutions. The specific of CRD IV is an
introduction of a “single rule book” that should help to avoid the danger of
divergent national rules, secure harmonization in financial regulation across
nations and contribute to a more effective functioning of the Single Market.
(European Commission, 2011)
Table 2.2.1 Overview of Capital Requirements Directive IV

Directive

Regulation

(Strong links with national laws,
less prescriptive)

(Detailed and highly prescriptive provisions establishing a “single rule book”)

Corporate
governance

-increasing the effectiveness of risk
oversight by boards
-improving the status of the risk management function
-ensuring effective monitoring by
supervisors of risk governance

Supervision

-preparation of an annual supervisory
program for each firm
-greater use of on-site supervisory
assessments
-more intrusive and forward-looking
supervisory assessments

Capital

total capital requirement is 8%
(common equity 4.5%) plus two
supplementary layers, which each
can amount to 2.5%, or even more
for the counter-cyclical buffer

Liquidity

introducing a Liquidity Coverage
Ratio - the exact composition and
calibration will be determined after
an observation and review period in
2015
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appropriate administrative sanctions
and measures with respect to violations of EU banking legislation (e.g.
administrative fines of up to 10% of an
institution's annual turnover)

Sanctions

Reliance on
external
ratings

reducing the reliance by credit institutions on external credit ratings by
requiring institutions to:
-base their investment decisions on
their own internal credit opinion
-develop internal ratings for portfolios
in which they have a material number
of exposures

Leverage
ratio
requirement
(January
2018)

introducing a leverage ratio will be
subject to supervisory review, and
the implications will be closely
monitored prior to its possible move
to a binding requirement in January
2018

consistent with the EC’s policy visa-vis over the counter derivatives,
Counterparty changes are made to encourage
credit risk
banks to clear OTC derivatives on
central counterparties

Capital
buffers

introducing two capital buffers on
the top of the minimum capital
requirements: a capital conservation
buffer identical for all EU banks,
and a countercyclical capital buffer
to be determined at national level

Source: European Commission (2011) and PwC (2011)

2.2.2 Stricter capital requirements for European banks
In these days, Eurozone is facing a serious sovereign debt crisis exacerbated
by various factors such as recent recession, transfers aimed to help banks in
troubles, and in some cases very poor fiscal management over a number of
years that was inconsistent with the principles laid down in the Stability and
Growth Pact and the Maastricht Treaty. The mostly endangered countries are
Greece, Portugal, Spain and Ireland. The probabilities of these countries’ defaults are depicted in Figure 2.2.1

8%

Market - Based Cumulative
Probabilities of Default to 2013

40%

7%

Debt service / GDP (2013)

35%

6%

30%

5%

25%

4%

20%

3%

15%

2%

10%

1%

5%

0%

0%
Greece

Portugal

Ireland

Source: Blundell-Wignall & Slovik (2011)
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Spain

Cumulative Probability of
default

Debt service / GDP
(2013)

Figure 2.2.1 Financial market implied cumulative probabilities of default (to
2013) and debt-service burdens

The other, even greater, concern connected with the Eurozone crisis is a
danger faced by European banks. The past practices encouraged large German
and French banks to lend recklessly to Greece, Portugal, Ireland and other
problematic countries to finance their expenses and increase their debt. This
resulted into a huge amount of relatively risky assets on the balance sheets of
these banks. Such huge balance sheets exposures are dangerous as the continuing problems and their potential defaults would result even in the banks’ failures.
Table 2.2.2 Exposures of European banks to sovereign debt in billions of Euros
Exposure to
Banks of

Greece
28.44

Italy
111.83

Spain
124.35

France

33.39

285.03

111.76

Portugal

6.72

1.85

Spain

0.85

26.51

Italy

2.55

Austria

1.93

Switzerland

1.93

Netherlands

2.94

United Kingdom
Ireland
Denmark

0.08

Belgium

1.00

Sweden
Altogether

0.27
90.19

0.77
558.98

Germany

Portugal Ireland Altogether
23.19
78.52
366.33
19.94

26.82

476.93

17.70

x

15.07

41.35

x

62.68

7.11

97.15

x

22.26

2.70

13.13

40.65

16.38

4.87

0.93

2.01

26.12

12.60

14.38

1.93

12.29

43.13

29.52

54.49

3.86

15.46

106.27

9.04

47.53

74.19

18.16

116.555

265.48

0.54

8.58

9.27

1.47

x

19.86

0.59

1.70

0.13

11.44

13.94

17.78

15.53

1.08

21.95

57.35

3.01
461.47

0.25
137.26

1.70
332.17

6.01
x

Source: BIS (2012)

As a reaction to the potential negative outcomes of sovereign debt crisis,
the European Banking Authority (EBA) published a formal “Recommendation”
related to European banks’ recapitalization needs. This “Recommendation” is a
part of a broader European package agreed by the European Council and
ECOFIN Council that is supposed to address the current situation in the EU
(the whole EU not only Eurozone) by restoring stability and confidence in
banks and financial markets. The new European agreed rules are stricter than
global Basel III rules. According to European rules, banks will be required to
establish and keep an exceptional and temporary buffer such that the Core Tier
1 capital reaches a level of 9% by the end of June 2012 (in comparison with
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Tier 1 capital ratio of 6 % under Basel III). (European Banking Authority,
2011a)
During the stress testing, the EBA identified a shortfall of Tier 1 capital for
71 European banks based on September 2011 figures. The results are supposed
to identify the need to raise addition Tier 1 capital in order to meet the new
European requirements and provide a reassurance to markets about banks’
ability to withstand a range of shocks and still maintain adequate capital (EBA,
2011b).
Figure 2.2.2 Aggregated shortfall of Tier 1 capital required (by country)

30,000

26,171

Million Euros

25,000
20,000
15,365
13,107

15,000
10,000

7,324

6,313
5,000 3,923 3,531
0

0

6,950

0

0

0

1,520
0 159
0

0

Source: Author based on European Banking Authority (2011a)
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320

0

0

3 Debate regarding usefulness of bank regulation
Nowadays, the desirability of stricter bank regulation and its effects are excessively debated. There exist two mainstreams of views on increased capital
requirements. On the one side, there are logical points of view (based on which
the new rules were introduced) that higher capital requirements decrease the
leverage and the risk of banks’ bankruptcies. On the other side, the counter
arguments emphasize that higher capital requirements increase cost of financing, which leads to the potential slow down of the loan growth and following
economic downturn.

3.1 Arguments criticizing usefulness of Basel III rules
Excessive equity is an idle resource with negative macroeconomic impacts
In the point of view of critics, higher capital requirements are a buffer of
idle resources that are not otherwise engaged in the production of goods and
services in the economy. This has a negative impact on the economic growth as
these resources are effectively employed only if, and when, the crisis emerges.
As a result, higher capital requirements lead to such a type of social costs that
the excessive buffer in banks’ balance sheets is not available to finance productivity-enhancing capital investment so the population’s standards of living almost certainly declines. (Greenspan, 2011).
In spite of different employed methodologies, economic researches has more
than once confirmed that the macroeconomic impact (as for the GDP growth)
of Basel III rules will be negative.2 The Macroeconomic Assessment Group
(MAG) of the Financial Stability Board and Basel Committee on Bank Supervision concluded that a one percentage point increase in capital to riskweighted assets reduces the level of GDP by -0.19% four and half years after
the start of the implementation, implying a -0.04% impact on annual GDP
growth. (MAG, 2010b). Angelini, et al. (2011) recorded similar results. In their
research aimed to assess the long-term economic impact of Basel III rules they
showed that each percentage point increase in the capital ratio causes a median
0.09 % decline in the level of steady state output. The impact of the new liquidity regulation is of a similar order of magnitude, at 0.08 %. The mediumterm impact on economic output of the Basel III capital requirements was also
estimated by Slovik & Cournede (2011) from OECD Economics Department for
2
Here, we mention just a few examples. More on these studies occurs in section
4.1 of this work.
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three main OECD economies (the USA, Euro Area and Japan). Their analysis
suggests an average impact on annual GDP growth in the range of − 0.05% to
−0.15% during a five-year period.

Equity capital is expensive for banks
The argument that equity capital is more expensive that debt capital is
used especially by banks’ managers who refuse more expensive financing of
their operations. “If the capital was cheap, banks would be extremely safe be-

cause they would hold high levels of capital, providing full protection against
even extreme events. Unfortunately, the suppliers of capital ask for high returns because their role, by definition, is to bear the bulk of the risk from a
bank’s loan book, investments and operations” (Elliott, 2009a, p. 12)
Furthermore, in most jurisdictions the tax system gives preferential treatment to debt financing because interest expenses on debt are tax deductible
while equity financing does not have such a privilege. Comparing formulas for
calculating costs of equity and costs of debt, the tax deductibility in the formula for costs of debt financing indicates lowering these costs.






Cost of debt: rd  rf  rcredit _ risk (1  t ) ,
where rf risk is free rate, rcredit _ risk is credit risk premium and t is applicable tax rate



Cost of equity: re  rf  e (rm  rf ) ,
where rf risk is free rate,

e

is beta of a respective capital and

rm is

market return

Because of higher costs of equity, many banks are indicating that in order
to meet higher required capital ratios, they will shrink their active balance
sheet accounts rather than collect other expensive capital. This means that
expensiveness of the regulated capital would slow down the economic growth
even more extensively as it is a complement to the idle recourses concept proclaimed by another “antiregulation argument”. More specifically, the leading
European banks say that “they would rather sell assets than raise expensive

new capital to meet compulsory demands from the European Union for higher
capital ratios, threatening a further contraction of credit to the enfeebled Eurozone economy.” (Financial Times, 2011). The situation of shrinking assets as a
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result of increased capital requirements potentially leading to an economic
downturn is depicted in Figure 1.3.
Figure 3.1.1 The situation of shrunk assets

Initial Balance Sheet

Revised Balance Sheet with
Increased Capital requirements:

Capital (Equity) ratio: 10%
Capital (Equity) ratio: 20%
Equity: 10

Capital (Equity) ratio: 10%
Equity: 10

Loans: 100

Deposits
and other
Liabilities:
90

Loans: 50

Deposits
and other
Liabilities:
40

Shrinkage

Source: Author inspired by Admati, DeMarzo, Hellwig, & Pfleider (2011)

Higher capital requirements lower banks’ profitability
According to one of the basic books on financial systems, Financial Markets
and Institutions by Mishkin & Eakins (2008), p. 215: “the equity holders in the

low capital bank are clearly a lot happier than the equity holders in the high
capital bank because they are earning more than twice as high a return.”
Therefore, “owners of a bank may not want it to hold too much capital.” From
this point of view, high capital is not wished “because the higher it is, the lower
will be the return on equity for a given return on assets.”
Some banking regulation critics build their attitudes on the presumption
that decreased profitability as a result of tightened capital requirements will
lead to inability of banks to maintain their current business volumes. In an
ideal world, if bank balance sheets were always accurate and banks were always
making profits, there would be no need for regulatory capital. (Elliott, 2009a)
This gives rise to an argument that banks’ sound profitability not limited by
capital requirements would be a better way how to guarantee a stability as it
would allow banks to naturally build a solid cushion base and to cover potential losses from recurrent earnings. (Ackermann, 2010) Nowadays, the practice
in Europe described by internal banking people is that “at the expense of future
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profit and economic growth, European banks are forced to sell some of their
fastest-growing businesses to competitors outside the region in order to bolster
their capital to meet new regulations” (Knapp, 2011), which significantly endangers the natural way of capitalization via retained earnings.
The effect of decreased banks’ profitability represented by the return on equity (ROE) as a result of tightened capital requirements can be illustrated by a
very simple example how the capital requirements affect bank’s ROE. The example assumes that the loans represent all of the bank’s assets worth 100 Euros. The bank initially earns 6% on loans. All capital is in the form of equity,
which is required to be either 8% or then 12% of the assets. The rest of the
bank’s assets are funded by deposits that cost 5%. Increasing the capital requirements from 8% to 12% would reduce ROE by more than 4 % (drop from
17.5% to 13.3%). However, the banks can restore its decreased ROE by raising
the interest rate on loans from 6 % to 6.5%, assuming competitive conditions
allow this. The effect of increasing interest rates on loans corresponds to the
argument of the negative macroeconomic impacts caused by higher capital requirements.
Table 3.1.1 An example illustrating decreased ROE
12 % capital
requirements

8 % capital
requirements

The same
loan rate (6 %)

Higher loan
rate (6.5 %)

Balance Sheet Items
Loan assets
Deposits
Equity

100.00 €

100.00 €

100.00 €

92.00 €

88.00 €

88.00 €

8.00 €

12.00 €

12.00 €

Income Statement Items
Interest rate on loans
Loan income
(loans*interest rate)
Interest rate on deposits
Deposit costs
(deposits*deposit rate)
Net Income
ROE

6%

6%

6.50%

6.00 €

6.00 €

6.50 €

5.00%

5.00%

5.00%

-4.60 €

-4.40 €

-4.40 €

1.40 €

1.60 €

2.10 €

17.50%

13.30%

17.50%

Source: Author inspired by Elliott (2009b)
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Higher capital requirements distort liquidity creation in the system
One of the main functions of a bank is a liquidity creation. This stems from
the ability of banks to finance relatively illiquid assets with relatively liquid
liabilities. The work of Diamond & Rajan (2000) firstly outlined that capital
requirements may have an important social cost because they reduce the ability
of banks to create liquidity. A more specific framework was presented by Van
den Heuvel (2008), who included the role of liquidity creation by banks in a
standard general equilibrium growth model, confirmed that capital requirements are costly because they lead to the reduction of the banks’ ability to
create liquidity. Using the US data, he showed that the welfare cost from decreased liquidity creation is equivalent to a permanent loss in consumption of
0.1-0.2% (the finding was concluded under the conditions with Basel II rules
validity).

Debt can play a disciplining role
Some debt supporters argue that higher equity capital requirements are
costly also because debt plays a positive role in reducing frictions due to governance and asymmetric information. It has been suggested that debt serves as
a “disciplining device” in such a way that it prevents managers from wasting or
diverting corporate funds. Short term debt or long term debt provide “market
discipline” because the fear that it might be withdrawn or not renewed leads
the managers to act more in line with the preferences of creditors (in case of
banks, deposit owners), and even avoid taking excessive risk. (Admati,
DeMarzo, Hellwig, & Pfleiderer, 2011)
According to Jensen (1986), debt lowers the agency costs of free cash flow
by reducing the cash flow available for spending at the discretion of managers.
The threat caused by a failure to make debt service payments serves as an effective motivating force to make organizations with higher debt more efficient.
Moreover, Jensen (1986) proclaim that the control function of debt is important in organizations that generate large cash flows but have low growth
prospects, and even more important in organizations that must shrink, which
can be the case of large banks.
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3.2 Arguments supporting usefulness of Basel III rules
Higher capital requirements mean healthy banks and functioning financial system
The main argument supporting increased capital requirements of banks is
driven by efforts to lower systemic risk as it was the main factor in the recent
financial crisis that started in 2008. When banks are highly leveraged, even a
small decrease in asset value can lead to distress and potential insolvency. In a
deeply interconnected financial system, this can cause the system to freeze,
ultimately leading to severe repercussions for the rest of the economy, which
was the case of the recent financial crisis. (Admati, DeMarzo, Hellwig, &
Pfleiderer, 2011) This was actually the main driver for banking authorities to
decide to introduce stricter bank regulations.
The secondary (but much wished) effect of the stricter banking regulation is
decreased social costs through decreased moral hazard that occurs as a result of
involved deposit insurance. We have recently witnessed that in the case of a
possible bank bankruptcy, governments use taxpayers’ money to bail out the
bank that is in troubles, which makes the taxpayers to be the savior of last
resorts for banks without their approval. In the presence of a stricter regulation, the benefit for taxpayers is produced in two ways. First, increased equity
requirements reduce the probability that bailouts will be necessary, since the
equity cushion of the bank can absorb more substantial decreases in the asset
value without triggering a default. Second, if a bailout does become necessary,
the amount of required support would generally be lower, since a larger portion
of losses would be absorbed by the equity. (Admati, DeMarzo, Hellwig, &
Pfleiderer, 2011)

Increased capital requirements do not have to mean shrunk balance
sheets and lower loans provision
This statement is a counter argument to the warning against decreased loan
provision as a result of a strict regulation. Increasing the size of the equity
cushion does not necessarily limit the ability of banks to lend. Instead of decreasing their assets sides of balance sheets, banks can maintain all their existing assets and liabilities and reduce leverage through new equity issuance and
the expansion of their balance sheets. In this case, equity issuance improves the
position of existing creditors and because it was issued as a result of capital
requirements, financial markets cannot interpret this step as a negative signal
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about the banks’ health.3 Figure 1.4. shows how banks can react to the increased capital requirements by expanding their balance sheets.
Figure 3.2.1 The situation of expansion and recapitalization
Initial Balance Sheet

Capital (Equity) ratio: 10%

Revised Balance Sheet with Increased Capital
Requirements:

Capital (Equity) ratio: 20%
Capital (Equity) ratio: 10%New Assets:
12.5

Equity: 10

Loans: 100

Deposits
and other
Liabilities:
90

Equity: 22.5

Equity: 20

Loans: 100

Deposits
and other
Liabilities:
80

Recapitalization

Loans: 100

Deposits
and other
Liabilities:
90

Asset Expansion

Source: Author inspired by Admati, DeMarzo, Hellwig, & Pfleider (2011)

High leverage actually creates many frictions
This argument is interconnected with the concern of moral hazard of banks
and financial institutions. In the presence of implicit government guarantees,
when banks are not curbed by the threat of their potential bankruptcies, the
possibility to keep highly leveraged balance sheets can lead to undertaking
more risky operations of higher volumes. This creates considerable frictions
with the power to distort the lending and investment decisions of financial institutions. This is principally the opposition to the statement proclaiming the
disciplinary role of debt. On the matter of this clash of arguments, Admati,
DeMarzo, Hellwig & Pfleiderer (2011) state that there is little or even no evidence that banks’ debt holders provided any significant discipline during the
recent financial crisis.

3

There has been many papers written on negative signaling of newly issued equity. A very influential study was published by Asquith & Mullins in 1986 who
showed that the announcements of seasoned equity offerings significantly reduces
stock prices, which clearly indicates that investors view newly issued equity as
a negative signal.
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Better capitalized banks are more valuable
Even though bankers are afraid of issuing new equity because this measure
is usually perceived negatively by the market leading to a decrease in a price of
existing shares and so the market value of a bank, academics studying the relationship of capital have come to a different conclusion. The very recent model
developed by Mehran & Thakor (2009) predicts that the total value of the
bank and its equity capital are positively correlated, and the various components of bank value are also positively cross-sectionally related to bank capital.
In addition, it has been empirically showed that during the recent crisis, stock
returns of better capitalized (most markedly of larger, systematically important) banks experienced better stock market performance. (Demirguc-Kunt,
Detragiache, & Merrouche, 2010)

The majority of banks are aware of the usefulness of capital requirements
The supporters of banking regulation tend to argue that because banks are
aware of the positive effects of higher capital ratios, they boost their capital
base quite independently from and well in advance of changes to the official
capital requirements regime. Since the end of 2008, the top-20 banks in Europe
alone have increased their capital base by EUR 320 billion. For these banks as
a group, the Tier 1 ratio increased by 210 basis points to 11%. (Ackermann,
2010). Figure 3.2.2 shows how banks in the world increased their capital ratios
(as a result of the experience from the financial crisis) above the required level.
This practical example implies an inconsistency with the legitimacy of the argument criticizing higher capital requirements’ harmful impact on bank profitability. Therefore, a natural question emerges: if raising capital is damaging to
bank performance, then why do we witness banks holding capital above official
requirements?
Figure 3.2.2 Pre-crisis and current level of bank capital
Bank Capital
2006

2007

2008

2009

Bank Capital
Change
2006 - 2009

United States
Common Equity

8.6

8.3

Tier 1

9.8

9.4

Common Equity
Tier 1

6.8
8

6.6
7.7
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8.4

10.5

+1.9

9.7
11.4
Euro Area

+1.6

7.3
8.6
Japan

8
9.4

+1.2
+1.4

Common Equity

5.4

5.6

5.6

6.9

+0.8

Tier 1

7.7

7.6

8

9.2

+1.5

Source: Slovik & Cournede (2011)
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4 Empirical analysis
As a consequence of missing consensus regarding usefulness of capital regulation, we would like to take a closer look at some arguments mainly criticizing
but also supporting capital requirements and quantitatively analyze their validity. To be more concrete, in this work, we analyze the possible impact of new
capital regulatory requirements on European banks with the aim to answer the
following specific questions:


How will banks adjust their interest rate on loans?



Will they really provide less loans? If so, to what extent?



Will the profitability of European banks be affected?



Will banks adjust their risk taking decisions as a result of higher capital
requirements?



How will the higher levels of held capital influence banks’ market value?

In our further analysis, we model the behavior of European banks historically and base our conclusions about the potential future impact of Basel III
capital adequacy rules on the assumption that the identified behavior will have
a persistent character. This means that we assume that reactions of banks or
banks-related variables will on a similar impulses react in the same way in the
future as they did in the past.
Naturally, based on common sense, economic theory and the existing literature, we have following expectations about the answers to the above mention
questions that we can put into four main hypotheses:


Hypothesis 1: Higher capital requirements will lead European banks
to increase their lending rates, but this increase will not be substantial.
Higher lending rates will be followed by a modest drop in the volume of
provided loans as a result of relatively inelastic demand for loans in Europe.



Hypothesis 2: Banks will decrease their RWA to make the satisfaction
of stricter capital requirements easier and smoother.
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Hypothesis 3: Higher capital requirements will not have any effect on
the profitability of banks because following effects will cancel each other out: (i) higher interest rates and inelastic demand for loans will lead
to higher interest income
slightly higher profitability, (ii) better
capitalized banks have access to cheaper source of financing
profitability, (iii) less risky assets bring less return
ity.



higher

lower profitabil-

Hypothesis 4: As we expect no impact of higher capital requirements
on the level of profitability, the market will appreciate mainly the lower
risk taking and less risky balance sheets of banks, which will lead to a
higher market value of banks.

We provide the decisions about rejections or non-rejections of these hypothesis together with additional comments at the end of every subsections of the
empirical part of this work that follows.
The data for empirical modeling were obtained from the BankScope database and cover the period of the last 6-7 years (2005/2006 - 2011)4. The banks
were selected according to their specialization and due to the nature of the
models applied, only banks with “standard activities”, such as deposits taking
and loans providing, were involved in the modeling. These banks include commercial banks, bank holding companies, saving banks, mortgage banks and
cooperative banks. Altogether, 1625 banks of desired types were in the database. However, due to the incompleteness of the data, only 594 were finally
used for modeling in section 4.1. and 4.2. Regarding the data on banks quoted
on European stock exchanges, in section 4.3, we study 172 subjects.

4
Data used in section 4.1 and 4.2 cover 6 years, data used in section 4.3 cover
7 years.
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4.1 Capital structure, lending rates and volume of provided
loans
4.1.1

Overview of existing literature

Since the official introduction of the regulation asking banks to compulsory
keep a certain level of capital (Basel I), a solid number of both theoretical and
empirical pieces of literature studying potential impacts of this type of regulation on interest rates changes, on the level of provided loans and consequently
on economies was published. This subsection provides an overview of works
dealing with these issues in connection with the Basel III framework.
The majority of studies analyzing the consequences of stricter capital requirements try to identify their impact on the economic output, while interest
rates changes and volumes of provided loan are considered to be a channel towards a potential decline in the output. With the aim to assess the macroeconomic effects of the transition to higher capital and liquidity requirements, the
authors of the new regulating rules, BCBS, established the Long-term Economic Impact (LEI) working group. Additionally, BCBS together with Financial
Stability Board (FSB) chair a special working group - Macroeconomic Assessment Group (MAG) - that was intended to complement the work of the LEI
working group and initialize cooperation with International Monetary fund
(IMF). Both groups deal with potential macroeconomic impacts of Basel III but
each one takes a different perspective on the topic. While the LEI working
group analyze the state when banks have completed the transition to the new
levels of capital and liquidity (it compares two steady states, one with and one
without the proposed regulatory enhancements), the MAG consider the macroeconomic costs of the transition phase towards the final state.
As already mentioned, the primary goal of the LEI group and the MAG
was to estimate the impact of Basel III on the economic output and welfare, so
assessing the change in lending rates is just a first step in the two-step process
of calculating the potential change in GDP. Because our study is solely interested in the impact of higher capital requirements on banks’ behavior (not potential macroeconomic impact), in the following overview of studies, we will
mention just the results regarding the impact on interest rates and volume of
loans.
LEI Group (2010) based its analysis of a change in lending spreads5 on income and balance sheet data of a representative bank. The representative bank

5
Many studies analyze rather a change in interest rate spreads (difference between interest received on loans and interest paid on deposits) than a change in
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was created averaging the data for over a total of 6,660 banks from 13 countries for the 15-year period from 1993 to 2007. LEI Group’s modeling relies on a
few important assumptions: (i) the ratio of tangible common equity to riskweighted assets (TCE/RWA ratio) is raised by increasing equity and reducing
long-term debt correspondingly, (ii) any higher cost of funding associated with
this change is fully recovered by raising loan rates, and (iii) the costs of equity
and debt are not affected by the lower riskiness of the bank. The findings of
this study that are relevant for our perspective, are that if banks want to keep
the level of their profitability (measured by ROE) stable, each percentage point
increase in TCE /RWA ratio results in a median increase in lending spreads by
13 basis points.
The final study of MAG (2010) estimating the timing of impacts of the
compulsory changes to capital adequacy standards concluded that for a one
percentage point increase in TCE/RWA, the lending spreads are expected to
widen by 15.5 basis points by the 35th quarter after the first implementation,
and to narrow somewhat thereafter. Additionally, they estimated a decline in
lending volumes by 1.4% relative to the baseline at the 35th quarter, and a
1.5% decline by the end of the simulation. These results are in the form of unweighted averages of 53 models for lending spreads and 38 models for lending
volumes supplied by individual MAG members. MAG members’ developed own
models at their home institutions to estimate the impact of a one percentage
point increase in bank capital ratios implemented over 8 years (alternatively 12
years)6 on their domestic banks.7 All the simulations were based on the assumption that banks would increase their capital to a required level at a constant pace over the whole period of implementation.
Regarding the assessment of the Basel III impact on European banks, the
number of published papers is not high and if there exist any appropriate results, they are provided just as a part of complex modeling outcomes comprising a global portfolio of banks. The decent representative of such literature is a
paper published by Roger & Vlcek (2011). In their work, Roger & Vlcek (2011)
analyze various channels via which banks can increase their capital adequacy
ratios.8 For the case of a strategy when banks increase their capital by retained
earnings collected from raised lending margins, they calculated that European
interest rates on loans. However, we can assume that these two figures equal when
there is no anticipated change in an interest rate on deposits.
6
In most cases, the simulations were conducted over a 12-year time horizon to
see the development even after the implementation would be completed.
7
MAG members represent these countries and groups of countries: the USA,
the UK, Switzerland, Netherlands, Germany, Japan, China, Brazil, Australia, Canada, France, Germany, Italy, Korea, Mexico, Spain and the EU.
8
They separately analyze the following cases of banks’ reactions: (1) Increasing
retained earnings by increasing interest rates on loans; (2) Increasing retained earnings by reducing dividend payments and/or return on equity; (3) Reducing riskweighted assets by cutting the overall size of the loan portfolios.
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banks would need to increase their lending spread by 120 basis points (assuming a gradual increase in the TCE/RWA ratio by 2 percentage points over 2
years).
All of the above named works use a methodology of simulation to estimate
the potential impacts on interest rates, loan volumes and consequently, the
potential economic downturn. In this context, the less usual econometric modeling is employed in the analysis of Cosimano & Hakura (2011), who perform a
cross-country analysis using simultaneous equation model.9 The data used in
their modeling showed that large banks (top 100 world banks as for the assets)
would on average need to increase their equity-to-asset ratio by 1.3 percentage
points under the new Basel III framework, which would make these banks to
increase lending rates by 16 basis points, causing the volume of provided loans
to decline by 1.3 percentage point in the long run.
The overview of existing literature dealing with the topic of our interest, including additional papers to those discussed above, is provided in Table 4.1.1.
Table 4.1.1 Overview of the key empirical works assessing the impact of stricter
capital regulation on loan interest rates and/or loan volumes
Short description

Methodology and data
used

An analysis on how
banking industry could
adjust to higher capital
requirements on loans

Calculations based on the
formula used for loan pricing
incorporating artificial figures

LEI
Group
(2010)

An analysis of the longterm economic impact
of the Basel
III reforms

Simulation applied on a
representative bank created
by averaging the data for a
total of 6,660 banks from 13
countries for period 19932007

Each % point increase in
TCE/RWA ratio results
in a median increase in
lending spreads across
countries by 13 bpts

MAG
(2010a)

Assessing the macroeconomic effects of the
transition to higher
capital and liquidity
requirements

Using data provided by
national representatives from
advanced economies who
developed their own models
to estimate the impact on
their domestic GDP

For each % point rise in
the TCE/RWA ratio, the
rise in lending spreads is
around 15 bpts

MAG
(2010b)

Analyzing the transitional costs of the new
capital requirements as
implemented over an 8
year transition period

The same as in case of MAG
(2010a)

One % point increase in
TCE/RWA will result in
widening lending spreads
by 15.5 basis points by
the 35th quarter

Authors

Elliott
(2009b)

9

The very similar model is used also in this work.
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Impact on loan interest rates
An increase in equity as a
% of loan ratio from 6%
to 8% (10%) would lead
to an increase in interest
rate from 5.17% to 5.55%
(5.94%)

Stein,
Kasyap &
Hanson
(2010)

Examination of the
impact of “substantially
heightened” capital
requirements imposition
on large financial institutions in the USA

Regression incorporating
panel data of the US publicly
traded banking firms from
1976-2008 whose results are
further used for a calibration
of changes in WACC

For a 2 % increase in the
capital requirement, the
long-run steady-state
impact on loan rates
(measured by WACC) is
likely to be in the range
of 5 to 9 bpts

Slovik &
Cournede
(2011)

Estimation of the medium-term impact on
economic output of the
announced Basel III
capital requirements

Accounting identities methodology applied to aggregated banking sector balance
sheets on banks from the
United States, Europe and
Japan

The capital requirements
effective as of 2019 could
increase bank lending
spreads by 63.6, 54.3 and
35.3 basis points in the
USA, Euro Area and
Japan, respectively

Cosimano
& Hakura
(2011)

Investigation of the
impact of the new capital requirements of
Basel III on bank lending rates and loan
growth

Simultaneous equation model
using data of banks from
more advanced economies
covering period 2001-2009

New capital requirements
will make top 100 banks
to increase their lending
rates by 16 basis points

Examination of the
transitional macroeconomic effects of introducing new higher
capital and liquidity
requirements

Dynamic Stochastic General
Equilibrium (DSGE) model
including financial frictions
and a banking sector calibrated in two versions: for
the Euro Area and the USA

A 2 % increase in
TCE/RWA leads to a
rise on lending spreads by
120 basis points in the
Euro Area and by 130
basis points in the USA

Roger &
Vlcek
(2011)

Source: Author based on individual papers

4.1.2

Model description

In order to evaluate how the new banking regulation will affect European
banks as for their decisions about the volume of provided loans and loan interest rates setting, the rationality behind the model developed by Chami &
Cosimano (2001, 2010) is used. This model of banking industry is based on two
main principles that explain the level of capital and loan rate setting:


Loan rate setting and provision of loans: The model assumes
oligopolistic behavior of banks that enjoy certain market power
while their decisions follow principles of Bertrand competition. This
means that each bank follows a coordinated policy for setting a loan
rate as long as other banks follow the same policy. If any bank sets
a lower rate, it is penalized by Bertrand competition (i.e. in case of
breaking the rules of coordinated policy, the bank’s net interest
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margin between loans and deposits is set equal to its marginal noninterest resource costs).
In equilibrium, the competitive loan rate

is equal to the marginal

10
cost of loans
. However, this holds only for the situation when
capital requirements are not binding. In this case, the optimal loan
rate and the level of loans is at point A in Figure 4.1.1. Here, an in11
crease in the demand for loans
or decreased marginal costs of
loans lead to an increase in the amount of optimal loans. On the
other hand, when the capital constraints are binding, the equilibrium moves to point B, where any additional demand for loans does
not have any positive quantitative impact on the amount of loans
but leads to a higher loan rate.

Figure 4.1.1 Loan rates and loan volumes when capital requirements are (not)
binding

Loan
rate
DL

Loan rate
(binding
constraints)

B

Loan rate
(nonbinding
constraints)

A
MCL
MRL
L*

Loans

Source: Author based on Chami & Cosimano (2001)

This principle is in accordance with the argument presented by the critics of stricter banking regulation who complain that higher capital re-

10

, where
are noninterest costs of loans, i.e. cost of monitoring and screening of loans, costs of nonperforming loans, etc.,
are noninterest
costs of deposits and
is an interest rate on deposits).
11
Demand for loans is positively dependant on the fixed demand for loans ,
the effect of economic activity
and negatively dependant on the loan interest rate .
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quirements lead to higher interest rates on loans and possible adverse
impacts on the economic output.


Choice of capital: The basic idea behind the choice of capital by
banks in this model is that the capital is seen as a call option (depicted
in Figure 4.1.2) in which a strike price
is the difference between
the expected optimal future loans

and and the amount of loans

satisfying the condition of current capital level
(i.e. the strike price is
simply a shock to the demand for loans). If no significant increase in
demand for loans is expected, shock to demand is below its critical level
and the payoff of the capital is zero as the capital serves no purpose. But if the future demand for loans is expected to increase considerably, the capital has a positive payoff and the bank wants to hold
more capital in order to be able to meet the future loan demand. The
payoff is smaller and the strike price is lower when the regulatory capital ratio increases. As a result, banks tend to hold more capital, the
stricter the regulatory requirement and higher the volatility of the demand for loans (i.e. greater and often shocks).
Figure 4.1.2 Bank capital as a call option

Call
option
payoff
Lower regulatory
capital ratio

Higher regulatory
capital ratio

Shock in the
demand for loans

Source: Author based on Chami & Cosimano (2001)
This model representing bank capital as a call option leads to a number
of intuitive conclusions. First, current level of capital held by banks de-
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pends on the banks’ expectations of their future optimal loans (depending on the demand for loans) as the current level of capital is positively
related to the expected need for capital in the future. Second, however,
the capital limits the amount of provided loans since a fraction of the
total loans represented by the capital requirements must be held as
capital.
With the aim to empirically test the model of Chami & Cosimano (2001,
2010), Barajas, Chami, Cosimano, & Hakura (2010) designed a following system of simultaneous relations12 describing the choice of capital (4.1.1) (4.1.2),
the loan rate (4.1.3) and the amount of provided loans (4.1.4).

Equation describing the choice of capital:
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which can be for the purposes of individual coefficients calculations rewritten
as:
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(4.1.2)

 a7 ln Assets  a8 ln Assets 2   2

where, for the purposes of the empirical testing, following observable variables
(representing the original variables in the theoretical model) are used:

K

Common equity/Tier 1/Total capital regulatory ratio

A

  K A

t 1

Lagged change in Common equity/Tier 1/Total capital
regulatory ratio

12
This relation is a combination of a capital as a call option model of Chami
and Cosimano (2001, 2010) and the logic behind the empirical test designed by
Peek and Rosengren (1995) to test the crunch hypothesis that predicts that poorly
capitalized institutions shrink deposits more rapidly than better-capitalized institutions (while keeping the loan demand effects constant). (Barajas, Chami,
Cosimano, & Hakura, 2010)
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 K A   K A
t 1

t 1

Lagged change in Common equity/Tier 1/Total capital
regulatory ratio multiplied by initial Common equity/Tier 1/Total capital regulatory ratio

rD

Interest expense ratio (originally the rate on deposits)

 K A

t 1

rD

Interest expense ratio multiplied by initial Common
equity/Tier 1/Total capital regulatory ratio

CL

Ratio of nonperforming loans to assets (originally noninterest costs of loans)

 K A

t 1

CL

Ratio of nonperforming loans to assets multiplied by
initial Common equity/Tier 1/Total capital regulatory
ratio

CD

Noninterest expense ratio (originally noninterest costs of

 K A

deposits)

t 1

CD

Noninterest expense ratio multiplied by initial Common
equity/Tier 1/Total capital regulatory ratio

ln Assets

Natural logarithm of assets (used to control for the size
of studied banks)

ln Assets 2

Natural logarithm of assets squared (used to control for
the size of studied banks and a potential convexity of
this effect)

Based on the logic behind the model of Chami and Cosimano (2001, 2010)
and the fact that European call options are convex and decreasing in the strike
price13, we have certain expectations about the values of the parameters in the
equation (4.1.2):


A decrease in the total capital level in the past (i.e.

)

lowers the strike price of capital (increasing capital is more valuable for
banks) which should lead to an increase in the current level of capital.
Therefore, we expect that

. Moreover, this impact

should be smaller for banks with higher initial level of capital
(as their strike price is higher), so we expect that
13

and

.

For the proof of a convexity of European options, see e.g. Tysk & Janson

(2003)
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A decrease in interest costs
and noninterest costs
,
leads to a
higher current optimal level of loans, which decreases the strike price.
Hence, the current level of capital should increase and we expect that
and

. Similarly with the pre-

vious case, this impact is expected to be smaller the higher the initial
level of capital

, so

and

.

Equation describing the loan rate:

r L  0  1 K

  2 r D  3CL   4CD 
A
5 r K  6 ln Assets  7 g  8   3

(4.1.3)

where, for the purposes of the empirical testing, following observable variables
(representing the original variables in the theoretical model) are used:

rL

 K A

Interest income ratio used as a proxy for the interest
rate on provided loans
Common equity/Tier 1/Total capital regulatory ratio

rD

Interest expense ratio (originally the rate on deposits)

CL

Ratio of nonperforming loans to assets (originally noninterest costs of loans)

CD

Noninterest expense ratio (originally noninterest costs of
deposits)

r

K

ln Assets

g,

Cost of capital represented by ROAE
Natural logarithm of assets (used to control for the size
of studied banks), squared term was not included as it
did not show to be significant
Real GDP growth and inflation (CPI), respectively,
representing the level of the economic activity (included
as control variables because marginal revenue of loans
depends on economic activity)
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For this relation, we can also define certain expectations about the values
of the parameters in the equation (4.1.3):


Logically, an increase in marginal costs of loans
and higher cost of capital should lead to a higher loan rate, so
Lower initial level of capital is in accordance with
the higher strike price that is driven by an increase in loan demands
and leads to a higher current level of capital. Consequently, based
on Figure 4.1.1 and convex properties of call option, we know that
in case of binding capital requirements, increased demand for loans
goes hand in hand with a higher loan rate. Therefore, we expect
.



Higher real GDP growth g should have a negative impact on the interest revenue ratio because increased economic activity increases
demand for loans, which in the case of decreasing marginal revenues
lowers the interest rates on loans. Inflation, on the other hand,
leads to an increase in nominal interest rates on loans. Thus, we expect
and
.

To complement the whole picture of loans provision under the new regulatory framework, the following equation is used to describe the level of provided
loans.
Equation describing the level of loans (elasticity of demand for loans):
The level of provided loans depends on supply side factors influencing
banks’ decisions and demand side factors influencing customers’ decisions. However, supply side factors, such as marginal costs of loans given by
and cost of capital
were included in the equation describing the
loand rate. Therefore, in the following equation that is designed to estimate the
elasticity of demand for loans, as a control variables, we include only the level
of economic activity and the size of a bank.

ln Loans   0   1 ln r L   2 g   3   4 ln Assets   4

where:

ln Loans

ln r

L

Natural logarithm of provided loans
Natural logarithm of interest income ratio
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(4.1.4)

g

Real GDP growth used as a proxy for the level of economic activity



Inflation rate measured by CPI

ln Assets

Natural logarithm of assets (used to control for the size
of studied banks)

For the coefficients in equation (4.1.4), we have following expectations:




An increase in the loan rate

should lead to a decrese in demand

for loans and the coefficient
ticity for loans.14

is an exact measure of demand elas-

Real GDP growth and the level of inflation are, at the first sight,
expected to be positively related to the level of loans in the economy (
). However, the impact of inflation is questionable, as
on one side, it drives nominal interest rates, which, in turn, leads to
a decrease in the volume of loans, but on the other hand, it is positively related to the economic activity. Consequently, a negative
impact of inflation on the volume of provided loans would not be a
surprising outcome.

In this model, banks simultaneously decide about the optimal level of capital they will hold and the loan rate they will state, which in turn influences the
amount of provided loans. However, the amount of provided loans is to a significant extent given exogenously, by the elasticity of demand for loans. Therefore, in the empirical econometric testing, equations describing capital and the
lending rate are taken as simultaneous, where capital level is an endogenous
variable, while the equation describing the volume of loans is estimated separately. We employ 3 Stage Least Square methodology (3SLS)15 to quantify the
parameters of simultaneous equations (4.1.2) and (4.1.3) and heteroskedasticity
adjusted OLS model16 to estimate equation (4.1.4).
There is one important issue connected with our model that must be mentioned before analyzing the results. As stated in Roger & Vlcek (2011), who
also analyzed the impact of capital regulation on lending rates in Europe, banks
have many options how to cope with the regulatory requirements. Banks can
14

According to a definition,
is an elasticity of demand as it exactly represents the sensitivity of a percentage change in loans to a percentage change in a
lending rate (here we have the logarithm of loans and logarithm of interest rates).
15
3SLS is a preferred method to 2SLS when the system of equations is properly
identified. Tests for the identification of equations are shown in Appendix. The
results of tests for the endogenity of capital ratios are shown there, too.
16
Test for multicolinearity of variables in the equation is provided in Appendix.
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(1) Increase retained earnings by: (i) raising average interest rates on lending
(ii) Reducing dividend payments and/or targeted ROE; (iii) increasing operating efficiency; (2) Reduce risk-weighted assets by: (i) cutting the overall size of
their loan portfolios; (ii) shifting the composition of loan portfolios towards less
risky assets; and (3) issue new equity, implying a dilution of existing shareholder rights. As pointed out by the authors, the strategy used in Roger & Vlcek
(2011) is limited to examining the separate effect of increased retained earnings
via raising average lending rates. Nevertheless, the model used in our study,
basically, allows for controlling all of the about mentioned channels since it
models interest rates in such a way that they are dependent on the level of
capital a bank chooses based on a call option principle. Therefore, our results
should reflect that the level of capital (capital ratio) was achieved via raising
interest rates but does not limit other possible channels stated above. Considering this fact, we anticipate that the effect of increased capital ratios in European banks will be lower compared to those calculated by Roger & Vlcek
(2011).17

4.1.3

Results

Equations (4.1.2) and (4.1.3) were estimated employing 3SLS methodology
using all three types of capital adequacy ratios and equation (4.1.4) was estimated by heteroskedasticity adjusted OLS method. The data was obtained
from the BankScope database and cover 594 banks over the period 2006-2011.18
Table 4.1.2 reports the results for equation (4.1.2) and describe whether
European banks choose the amount of their capital optimally.

17
The similar strategy of isolation the impact on lending spreads was applied
by the LEI Group. However, in their study, the Europe is not considered separately
while analyzing the lending rates. Therefore, we cannot conclude any expectations
for the comparison of our results with their results.
18
As already noted at the beginning of the empirical part of this work, the
banks were selected according to their specialization and due to the nature of the
model, only banks with “standard activities”, such as deposits taking, loans providing, were taken to the modeling. These banks include commercial banks, bank holding companies, saving banks, mortgage banks and cooperative banks. Altogether,
1625 banks of desired types were selected. However, due to the incompletness of the
data, only 594 were finally used for modeling in this section.
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Table 4.1.2 The results for the equation (4.1.2) describing the choice of capital
Dependent Variable: Current Level of Capital K

A

Variable

Coefficient

Equity
Ratio

Tier 1
Ratio

Total Capital
Ratio

constant

0

38.856***
(2.614)

104.478***
(5.348)

97.265***
(5.533)

  K A
 K A   K A

1

0.583***
(0.127)

-0.570***
(0.058)

-0.289***
(0.065)

2

-0.029***
(0.006)

0.016***
(0.001)

0.011***
(0.001)

rD

3

-0.055***
(0.010)

-0.040**
(0.020)

-0.059***
(0.020)

4

0.002
(0.003)

-0.001
(0.003)

-0.027***
(0.005)

CL

 5

0.016
(0.026)

-0.278***
(0.052)

-0.277***
(0.054)

CD

 5

0.084***
(0.008)

0.022***
(0.016)

0.051***
(0.017)

CL

 6

0.012
(0.014)

0.101***
(0.013)

0.065***
(0.013)

CD

 6

0.006***
(0.001)

-0.006***
(0.001)

-0.005***
(0.001)

ln Assets

7

-2.927***
(0.344)

-10.667***
(0.704)

-9.774***
(0.729)

ln Assets 2

8

0.060***
(0.011)

0.301***
(0.023)

0.281***
(0.024)

42.98%

43.72%

42.38%

t 1

t 1

 K A

t 1

 K A
 K A

t 1
t 1

R2

t 1

rD

Source: Author using data from BankScope (standard errors are in parentheses,
***/**/* indicate 99%/95%/90% level of significance)

For two out of three studied ratios, Tier 1 ratio and total capital ratio, the
choice of capital in a given period is negatively related (as expected
) to the prior change in the given capital ratio. This means that
banks reacted optimally - increased the level of their Tier 1 and total capital
level after their previous experienced losses. From the theoretical point of view,
this effect should be lower for better capitalized banks, which was confirmed for
Tier 1 capital and total capital in our modeling, as
and
. In case
of choosing the level of equity, theory based on common equity as a call option
was suppressed by the persistency in the level of held common equity ratio,
while this persistency effect was higher for worse capitalized banks
,
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which is logical as worse capitalized banks have probably their specific reasons
for such a strategy, so increasing the ratio must be motivated by a new regulation (there was not a brand new regulation between 2006-2011 regarding the
capital adequacy19) but they cannot lower it as they would probably break the
rules of the regulation valid at a given time.
As for the interest and noninterest costs, almost all coefficients are significant and most of them corresponds to our theoretical expectations. The interest
expense on deposits has a negative sign for all three cases (
). The same is
true for noninterest costs of loans, their increase, as expected, leads to a decrease in the level of Tier 1 capital and total capital (coefficient in case of
common equity ratio is not significant). Additionally, this effect was proved to
be lower for better capitalized banks as their reaction is not so substantial.
Noninterest costs on deposit, however, bring surprising results. Their decrease
should according to the model lead to a decrease in the strike price of the capital and thus to an increase in the capital level (i.e.

but the opposite

was reported for European banks’ behavior. This means that banks did not
increase their level of capital as a reaction to decreased costs of deposits’ administration (that could potentially lead to higher future loans), which, nevertheless, does not necessarily reduce the validity of the model as administration
costs can be considered just as a marginal factor in loan pricing.
Table 4.1.3 shows the results for the second equation (4.1.3) from the simultaneous equation system representing setting of the loan rate.
Table 4.1.3 The results for the equation (4.1.3) representing loan rate setting

Variable

19

Dependent Variable: Interest Income ratio
Equity
Tier 1
Total Capital
Coefficient
Ratio
Ratio
Ratio

constant

0

1.815
(1.685)

5.011***
(0.501)

5.404***
(0.474)

K

1

0.188***
(0.068)

0.038***
(0.009)

0.029***
(0.009)

rD

2

0.026***
(0.007)

0.015**
(0.006)

0.015**
(0.006)

CL

3

-0.042**
(0.017)

-0.019
(0.017)

-0.021
(0.017)

CD

4

0.009
(0.008)

0.024***
(0.004)

0.024***
(0.005)

rK

5

0.006**
(0.003)

0.008***
(0.002)

0.009***
(0.002)

ln Assets

6

0.075
(0.075)

-0.069***
(0.025)

-0.090***
(0.024)

A

Basel II was published in September 2005.
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g

7

-0.312***
(0.019)

-0.320***
(0.020)

-0.323***
(0.020)



8

0.281***
(0.037)

0.286***
(0.037)

0.285***
(0.037)

14.68%

17.14%

18.04%

R2

Source: Author using data from BankScope (standard errors are in parentheses,
***/**/* indicate 99%/95%/90% level of significance)

European banks, as naturally expected, reflect the costs of financing into
loan pricing. In other words, higher cost of capital and costs of deposit (both
interest and noninterest) lead to higher loan rates. Because of the higher proportion of deposits relative to capital on balance sheet of a typical bank, the
effect of deposit costs is higher in comparison with costs of capital (
). Noninterest costs of loans showed to have no significant effect on the loan
rate in case of employing total capital ratio and Tier 1 ratio into the equations
and a negative effect if common equity ratio was used. This result is surprising
as we expected a positive relationship between loan rates and individual components of marginal costs of loans including noninterest costs of loans (the effects of other components are as expected). However, after thorough analysis of
the mechanism of financial products intermediaries the logical explanation can
be found. The noninterest costs of loans are proxied by a ratio of nonperforming loans to total loans. Our results report that the higher this ratio, the lower
the loan rate. This relationship occurs because lower loan rates allow taking on
loan by less solvent clients who are not able to pay back in the future (e.g. one
of the reason for a mortgage crisis in the USA), which leads to a proportionally
higher volume of nonperforming loans leading to an increase in the ratio.
Therefore, because of the nature of the proxy used, there is a potential negative
relationship between noninterest costs on loans and the loan rate. The effects of
economic activity showed to have an expected impact on the loan rates - i.e.
real GDP growth decreases them and inflation increases them.
The most important results of this model – the impact of capital ratios on
the loan rate are following:


The relationship between the level of common equity ratio and the
loan rate is significant and positive. A one percentage point increase in the common equity ratio makes European banks to increase their interest rates on loans by 18.8 basis points.



An increase in Tier 1 ratio by one percentage point causes an increase in interest rates by 3.8 basis points.



The reaction of lending rates on an increase in total capital ratio is
significant, but of the lowest value, from all the ratios, i.e. a one
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percentage point increase in total capital ratio results into an increase in the interest rates on loans by 2.9 basis points.
These quantifications are in accordance with the presumption that the costs
of capital are proportionate to the quality of capital, so an increase in common
equity ratio (that is the capital of the highest quality) will lead to a substantially higher impact on lending rates in comparison with the effects of Tier 1
and total capital ratio.
Comparing our findings with those calculated in existing papers on this topic, our results belong to studies reporting average impacts of increased capital
requirements on interest rates (see Table 4.1.4)

Table 4.1.4 Comparison of our results about the impact of higher capital requirements on interest rates with existing findings
Type of studied
ratio

Country

Impact of 1 % on loan
interest rates/loan
rate spreads

Total capital ratio

USA

2.5 - 4.5 bpts

Common equity ratio

Globally

12.2 bpts

TCE/RWA

Globally

13 bpts

MAG (2010a)

TCE/RWA

Globally

15 bpts

MAG (2010b)

TCE/RWA

Globally

15.5 bpts

Common equity
ratio

EU

18.8 bpts

Elliott (2009b)

Common equity ratio

USA

19 bpts

Slovik &
Cournede (2011)

Common equity ratio

USA, Euro
Area, Japan

TCE/RWA

Globally

Authors
Stein, Kasyap, &
Hanson (2010)
Cosimano &
Hakura (2011)
LEI Group
(2010)

This study
(2012)

Roger & Vlcek
(2011)

23.4 bpts (USA),
14.3 bpts (Euro Area)
8.4 bpts (Japan)
60 bpts (USA)
65 bpts (EU)

Source: Author

The results for equation (4.1.4) that were estimated
heteroskedasticity adjusted OLS model are presented in table 4.1.5.
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using

Table 4.1.5 The results for the equation (4.1.4) describing the level of provided
loans

Dependent variable: lnLoans

0

-0.005***
(0.059)

ln r L

-0.156***
(0.023)

g

- 0.012
(0.002)



0.013***
(0.005)

ln Assets

0.984***
(0.003)

R2

97.92%

Source: Author using data from BankScope (standard errors are in parentheses,
***/**/* indicate 99%/95%/90% level of significance)

The impact of the higher interest rate on loans leads to a decrease in the
provided loans, which corresponds to our expectation as this relationship
demonstrates the elasticity of demand for loans. If a bank increases its interest
rates on loans by 1% (where the basis is the current interest rate), the level of
its provided loans, as a result of the negative elasticity of demand for loans,
decreases by 0.156% (from its current level). The elasticity is lower than 1%,
which indicates that the demand for loans in the EU is inelastic, as a 1%
change in the interest rate results in lower than a 1% change in the demanded
loans. Inflation has a positive relationship with the value of provided loans, but
GDP, unlike expected, has a negative relationship. This is, at the first sight,
surprising but it can be interpreted in a logical way. As mentioned in the theoretical part of this work, the situation in Europe in the last years is problematic as the level of indebtedness (both public and private)20 increases faster relatively to the real productive capacity of economies. As a result of this, and a
possible decrease in real GDP growth in some years under this study, our equation happened to report a negative relationship between the volume of loans
and the real GDP growth rate. Regarding inflation, it accounts for a positive
relationship between nominal economic activity and the level of loans. Additionally, the absolute value of a coefficient for inflation is higher than the coefficient for the real GDP growth, which indicates that in nominal terms, the
condition that the volume of loans is driven by an economic growth is satisfied.

20
In the theoreticall part, we discussed only the indebteness of governmets,
however, the debt of a private sector is an issue, as well. The indebtness of
a private sector (measured as an annual growth of the share on GDP) increased in
2006-2011 on average by 8.25%. (Eurostat)
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The results estimated by equations (4.1.2), (4.1.3) and (4.1.4) allow us to
assess the impact of the regulation on interest rates and loan volumes. As presented in section 2.1 of this work, the new capital requirements ask normal
banks21 to increase their common equity ratio to 7%, Tier 1 ratio to 9% (EU
specific, required until 2011) and total capital ratio to 10.5% plus additional 2.5
% of a counter cyclical buffer by 2019, when Basel III rules should be fully implemented. In our further calculations, we will suppose that the countercyclical
buffer is fully composed of common equity and therefore, banks will have to
increase their common equity ratio to 9.5%.22 In order to quantify the overall
effect of new capital requirements on the loan markets, we will use only the
relationship identified by equations (4.1.3) and (4.1.4) using common equity
ratio. We consider sufficient to use this approach because of three reasons.
First, the nature of the outcomes as for the positive/negative relationships between key studied variables is consistent across all results (relationship of all
types of capital levels with interest rates is positive). Second, if we wanted to
assess the impact of increased Tier 1 ratio or total capital ratio on interest
rates, we would have to identify to what extent the level of these ratios will be
increased using common equity, additional Tier 1 or additional Tier 2 capital.
As this decision is specific for every single bank, we are not able to anticipate
what the changes in each individual type of capital will be. Third, common
equity forms a substantial part of Tier 1 and total capital. Consequently, we
perform our analysis using only common equity ratio, while employing the following principles:


Some European banks have been already fulfilling the requirements
of the new stricter regulation even though it has not been valid.
Therefore, we will divide all banks (both complete database and
banks used in regressions) into two groups – one group is composed
of banks with common equity ratio lower than 9.5% and the other
one of banks with common equity ratio higher than or equal to
9.5%.



We calculate what the required percentage change in common equity ratio, in order to fulfill the requirement for those banks that have
not fulfilled them until now23, will be.



We employ the result of equation (4.1.3) – a one percentage point
increase in common equity ratio makes European banks to increase
their interest rates on loans by 18.8 basis points – to quantify the
overall impact on the loan rates.

21

In our work, we analyze just the impact on normal banks, not SIFIs.
If we consider countercyclical buffer to be in the form of common equity
(however, in practice, it can be composed of any other loss absorbing capital),
banks will be required to keep following capital ratios: 9.5% common equity ratio,
11% Tier 1 capital ratio, 13% total capital ratio.
23
Now, in this context, means the date of recent data availability.
22
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The computed result of a change in interest rates is further used to
calculate the impact on the volume of provided loans, while the
finding that when an interest rate on loans increases by 1% (from
its original value), the level of loans decrease by 0.156% (from its
original level) is employed.



Those banks that have already met the capital adequacy requirements are expected not to change their interest rates and volume of
provided loans as a reaction to the stricter requirements.

The impact of increased common equity ratio on loan rate and volume of
provided loans in Europe using the above described procedure is reported in
Table 4.1.6.
Table 4.1.6 The impact of increased common equity ratio on loan rates and the
volume of provided loans in Europe
All

#of banks

E/A

9.5%

E/A 9.5%

594

353

241

100.00%

59.43%

40.57%

17,349,062

16,899,515

449,548

100.00%

97.41%

2.59%

Mean Common equity ratio

9.28%

6.58%

13.23%

Median Common equity ratio

8.77%

7.04%

12.13%

Need to increase Common equity ratio

0.22%

2.92%

X

Current average loan rate

4.29%

4.18%

4.43%

Impact on loan rate (bpts)

X

54.954

X

% impact on loan rate

X

13.15%

X

% impact on loans

-2.00%

-2.06%

X

Absolute impact on loans (mill €)

-347,487

-347,487

X

% share of banks
Loans value (mill €)
% share of loans

Source: Author’s calculations

Under the assumption that the banks included in the modeling are a decent representative of all Europe banks, we can conclude what the impact of
strengthened capital requirements on the level of provided loans in the EU will
be. As for the number of banks, 59.43% of banks, and as for the volume of provided loans, 97.41% of banks, are not currently fulfilling the common equity
ratio requirement of Basel III. These banks will have to, on average, increase
this ratio 2.92 percentage points. This increase will lead to an increase in the
loan rate by 54.945 basis points, which represents an increase by 13.15% of the
current average lending rate that is 4.18%. Taking the elasticity of demand for
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loans to be 0.156, such an increase in lending rates will, in turn, lead to a decrease in the volume of provided loans by about 2% from the current level.
Considering our findings in this section, if we want to objectively assess
whether arguments leaning on the statement that higher capital requirements
will considerably decrease the level of provided loans in economies are legitimate for the EU, we have to take into consideration a few facts. First, only
about 60% of European banks (as for the number of banks) will be effectively
forced to increase their common equity ratios. Second, those banks that will
have to do so are expected to reflect this by an increase in their loan rates by
about 54 basis points, which will lead to a shrink of all provided loans in European economies by about 2%. Third, this process will happen continuously in
the next 8 years (2012-2019). Consequently, it is reasonable to believe that
these relatively small changes in lending rates and loans volume (the decrease
in the volume of loans per year, if decreased continuously, will be only 0.25%)
can be dissolved painlessly without any significantly negative effects on the
economies.
Taking into consideration the current worries about detrimental impacts of
higher capital requirements on interest rates and loan volumes portended by
the critics of capital regulation, the magnitude of the impact of higher capital
requirements reported by our study may seem relatively low. As stated in Elliott (2009b) who came to very similar results as we did (but for the US
banks), three points may help clarify these results: “First, banks are highly

levered institutions - the great bulk of the funding for a loan comes from deposits and debt. Even though common equity is expensive, it accounts for less
than a fifth of the cost of a typical loan. Second, higher equity levels reduce the
risk of a bank and therefore lower the returns demanded by debt and equity
investors, reducing the cost of each dollar of debt or equity supporting the
loans. Third, […] reasonable actions by the banks can restore returns on equity
to levels that are attractive to investors. Thus, there should be the ability for
banks over time [and as already stated above, the time for implementation of
Basel III capital requirements is ample] to raise new equity sufficient to maintain their loan volumes.” (Elliott, 2009b, p. 2)
In the context of hypotheses verification, based on the results obtained in
this section, we cannot reject Hypothesis 1 that higher capital requirements will
lead European banks to increase their lending rates but this increase will not be
substantial. Higher lending rates will be followed by a modest drop in the volume of provided loans as a result of relatively insensitive demand for loans in
Europe.
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4.2 Banks’ profitability and risk adjustment decisions

4.2.1

Overview of existing literature

In our work, we analyze profitability and risk as parts of the simultaneous
system profitability-risk-capital. However, the works dealing with the similar
topic are divided into two groups: one is interested in capital-risk relation,
while the other analyzes capital-profitability relation. Thus, we have to describe these two streams of literature separately.
Risk - capital relationship
Many authors trying to empirically answer the question whether the imposition of stricter capital requirements reduces risk-taking incentives base their
analysis on a simultaneous equations model developed by Shrives and Dahl in
1992. Their model pioneered the idea that the changes in both capital and
risk have endogenous and exogenous components. The results obtained by
the authors of this model indicate that changes in capital levels are positively
related to changes in asset risk. Even though their findings were unilateral,
Shrives & Dahl (1992) justified potential heterogeneity in a risk-capital relation
by two-sided argumentation: (i) if exploitation of the deposit insurance subsidy
is dominating bank behavior, then a negative association between changes in
risk and capital should be expected, and a secular trend toward lower capital
and higher risk levels, however (ii) a positive relationship between changes in
risk and capital would result if some leverage- and risk-related cost factors
drive bank behavior. Therefore, in spite of employing the same principles of
Shrives and Dahl methodology, later works bring diverse results. Awdeh, ELMoussawi, & Machrouh (2011), Jokipii & Milne (2011) belong to those studies
identifying a positive relationship between the level of capital (alternatively a
change in capital or a buffer) and the level of risk (alternatively a change in
risk). On the other hand, Jacques & Nigro (1997), Zhang, Wu, & Liu (2008)
declare negative risk-capital relationship.
The overview of the key empirical literature dealing with capital requirements and risk nexus including additional works to those mentioned above is
provided in Table 4.2.1.
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Table 4.2.1 Overview of the key empirical works on risk-capital relationship in
banks

Authors

Short description

Methodology and data used

Capital –
Risk Relationship

Shrives & Dahl
(1992)

Investigation of the relationship between changes
in risk and capital in a
large sample of the US
banks

Simultaneous equations applied on data for 1800 US
banks over period 1984-1987

Positive

Jacques & Nigro
(1997)

Examination of the impact
of the risk-based capital
standards on the US bank
capital and portfolio risk
during the first year of the
risk-based standards validity

Simultaneous equations model
applied on 2570 FDIC (Federal
Deposit insurance Corporation) - insured commercial
banks with assets greater than
$100 million in period 19901991

Negative

Rime (2000)

Analysis on whether and
how Swiss Banks reacted
to constraints placed on
their capital

Simultaneous equations model
applied on data for 154 Swiss
banks from 1989 to 1995

No
relationship

Heid, Porath, &
Stolz (2004)

Assessing how German
savings banks adjust capital and risk
under capital regulation

A modified version of Shrives
and Dahl’s simultaneous equations applied on data of 570
local German savings banks in
1993-2000

Negative (in
case of a
need to
increase
capital level)

ZHANG, WU,
& LIU (2008)

Examines the effects of
Regulation Governing
Capital Adequacy of
Commercial Banks on
Chinese banks’ risk-taking
behaviors

Simultaneous equations applied on data for Chinese
banks (55% of the whole
Chinese banking system assets)
from 2004 to 2006

Negative

(Teply,
Matejasak, &
Cernohorsky,
2009)

Evaluation of regulatory
pressure impact on risk and
capital behavior of selected
banks in the USA and the
EU

A modified Shrives and Dahl
model on selected banks in the
USA and EU in the 2000-2005
period

Positive

Awdeh, ELMoussawi, &
Machrouh,
(2011)

Analysis of the impact of
capital requirements on
risk-taking of Lebanese
banks

Simultaneous equations model
applied on panel data set of 41
commercial banks between
1996 and 2008 in Lebanon

Positive

Jokipii & Milne
(2011)

Examination of the relationship between shortterm capital buffer and
portfolio risk adjustments
for the US banks

Simultaneous equations applied on panel data for the US
bank holding company and
commercial banks from 1986 to
2008

Positive

Source: Author based on individual papers
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Profitability - capital relationship
The literature concentrating solely on the relationship between the level of
held capital and banks’ profitability is limited. However, there exist a lot of
studies dealing with the banks’ profitability as such, where bank capital is very
often included as an explanatory variable. The true is that the majority of these studies reported, from our point of view, an unexpected positive relationship
between the level of capital held and the profitability level. Bourke (1989) was
not the first one who reported such an outcome. He rationalizes his findings by
a speculation that better capitalized banks have the benefit of access to
cheaper sources of funds or that the prudence implied by high capital ratios is maintained in the loan portfolio with consequent improvement in
profit rates. Berger (1995) justifies positive relationship between profitability
and capital (that was also found in his study) by adding other two arguments.
He claims that banks that expect to have better performance in the future signal this information through a higher level of held capital. Moreover, if more
periods are taken into account, higher capital levels are a result of retained
earnings if the profit is not fully paid out. However, this second argument is
not valid to consider within the boundaries of our study as the causality in this
case (profit
capital) is both logically and chronologically opposite as analyzed in our case (capital
profit). One of the most recent studies on bank
profitability of Kanas, Eriotisc, & Vasilioub (2011) contributed to a number of
their colleagues reporting a positive capital - profitability relationship.
In the realms of European borders, the topic was pioneered by Molyneux &
Thornton (1992) who wanted to verify Bourke’s findings by replicating his
study for Europe. They results are consistent with those of Bourke’s, which
creates an evidence for empirical positive relationship between capital and profitability in Europe. Other studies on banks profitability within Europe include
Abreu & Mendes (2001) and Pasiouras & Kosmidoua (2007), while both contribute to those works in which the relationship between the capital ratio and
profitability is identified as positive.
Nevertheless, the empirical findings regarding the topic of capitalprofitability relationship for banks are not unilateral. There exist pieces of
works that confirmed a causality that more expensive sources of financing (capital) leads to lower profitability.
Goddard, Molyneux, & Wilson (2004) analyzed the dynamics of growth
and profitability in European banking sector and found that banks maintaining
high capital or liquidity ratios tend to record relatively low profitability ratio
and grow slowly. Ngo (2008) reported a negative capital-profitability relation
for the US banks. His findings are extremely important for our discussion as
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we, in our analysis bellow, similarly consider the triangle profitability-risk capital and model it simultaneously. The results of his study indicates that the
capital regulations that instruct banks to concentrate on the management of
regulatory capital either diverts banks’ attention away from their primary functions - maximizing profit, which leads to a reported negative relation between
the level of common equity ratio and profit.
As a result of extensiveness of existing literature on bank profitability on a
global level and because our work concentrates solely on European banks, in
Table 4.2.2, we provide an overview of key works dealing with the topic of
profitability only in European countries.

Table 4.2.2 Overview of the key empirical works including findings on bank
profitability-capital relationship in European banks
Authors

Short description

Methodology and
data used

Capital – Profitability Relationship

Bourke (1989)

Examination of the
internal and external
determination of profitability in 12 countries in
Europe, North America
and Australia

Regression analysis on
data for 90 banks in
years 1972 -1981

Positive

Abreu &
Mendes,
(2001)

Studying the determinants of bank interest
margins (IM) and profitability for some European
countries

Linear regression applied on data for period
1986-1999

Positive
(IM/ASSETS,
ROA, ROE)
Negative
(IM/Equity)

Molyneux &
Thornton
(1992)

Analysis of the determinants of bank performance across 18 European countries

Linear equation using
a sample of data on
European banks between 1986 and 1989

Positive

Staikouras &
Wood (2003)

Quantification of contribution of internal and
external determinants to
the performance of the
EU banking sector

OLS and fixed effects
models using data on
EU banking industry in
1994-1998

Positive

Goddard,
Molyneux, &
Wilson (2004)

Estimation of growth
and profit equations for
a sample of banks from 5
major EU countries
during the mid-1990s

Pasiouras &
Kosmidoua
(2007)

Analyzing how bank's
specific characteristics
and the overall banking

Dynamic panel and
cross-sectional regressions on data for 583
European commercial,
savings, and cooperative banks in period
1992-1998
Linear regression analysis on data covering the
period 1995-2001
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Negative

Positive

Athanasoglou,
Delis, &
Staikouras
(2006)

environment affect the
profitability of commercial banks operating in
the 15 EU countries
Examination of bankspecific, industryrelated and macroeconomic determinants of
bank profitability in
South Eastern European
credit institutions

Fixed effects and random effects model applied on unbalanced
panel dataset over the
period 1998-2002

Positive

Source: Author based on individual papers

4.2.2

Model description

To arbitrate the conflict between the supporters and critics of capital requirements as for its positive impact on risk reduction and negative impact on
profitability within Europe, we use the simultaneous equations model initially
developed by Shrives and Dahl (1992)24 analyzing the relationship among bank
capital and risk levels. Our analysis uses the idea of simultaneity pioneered by
their work but we extend the model to a considerable extent: we incorporate
the profitability equation into the system and increase the number of employed
exogenous variables.
Based on the conventional theory, the riskiness of a bank is given by its
ability to absorb losses and its profitability is influenced by the costs of its
operations. Keeping this logic in mind, the following mechanisms holds: (i)
banking regulation requires higher level of capital to create a buffer with a potential to absorb potential losses, and (ii) higher level of held capital, in turn,
leads to an increase in costs of financing for banks, which can potentially reduce profitability. As a result of this interconnection, we are going to employ
simultaneous equations model, where capital and risk are included as endogenous variables, to estimate their individual impacts on bank profitability. The
approach of simultaneous equations allows us to estimate the effect of higher
capital requirements on bank profitability without the danger of neglecting
their effect on risk. In designing this model, we were inspired by Ngo (2008)
who modeled the impact of Basel II on the profitability and risk for the US
banks.

24
As mentioned above, the initial model was developed in order to identify the
relationship between changes in risk and capital level in banks. However, this model can be extended by adding profitability as the level of profitability is expected to
be influenced by the level of risk and capital.
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In the model, the key role is played by endogenous variables: profitability
that is of our primer interest, risk and capital that appear as both dependent
and explanatory variables.


Profitability: The most common measures of banking profitability are:
-

return on (average) assets: RO  A A 

Net _ Income
( Average) _ Assets

-

return on (average) equity: RO  A E 

Net _ Income
( Average) _ Equity

-

net interest margin: NIM  Interest _ Income  Interest _ Expense
Assets

while each of these measurements has its advantages and disadvantages. Traditionally, ROA is considered to be a more reliable indicator of profitability than ROE, in terms of efficiency performance, since
it is adjusted for the leverage and associated risk effect
(ROA=ROE/Leverage). Moreover, in the context of analyzing the effects of increased capital ratios, using ROA is a better option as it will
not be biased by the composition of liabilities (capital and debt), which
would be the case with usage of ROE. On the top of this, from the definition, it is natural to expect decreased profitability measured by ROE
as a result of higher capital levels (see the illustrative example, p. 20)
as capital is supposed to serve as a buffer and so lowers the risk on equity that is also measured by ROE. On the other hand, ROA, may be
biased due to off-balance-sheet activities.25 As for NIM, this profitability measure will be used as an exogenous explanatory variable to capture the effect of monopoly power in the market and the ability of bank
to earn abnormal interest profits. Additionally, NIM has the potential
to capture the effect of increased loan rate or decreased volume of provided loans as a result of higher capital requirements.26 Based on all of
the mentioned facts, we will use ROAA as a measure of profitability in
our modeling. The averageness allows us to control for the continuousness of the effect over the whole year.


Capital: The level of capital in this model is represented by capital ratios that are subjected to banking regulation:
-

Common equity ratio

25
For more on bank performance measurement discussion, see European Central Bank (2010)
26
The detailed analysis of the impact of stricter capital requirements on loan
interest rates and volume of provided loans is conducted in section 4.1 of this work.
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Tier 1 capital ratio
Total capital ratio

Risk: There exist many types of risks in banking, in this modeling, we
are concerned with the portfolio risk of banks that can be captured by
the ratio of risky assets to total assets in the bank’s portfolio. According
to Milne & Jokipi (2009), this ratio reflects the project choice by bank
managers and, thus, to some degree the overall asset risk. What is
more, this measure of risk is the one on which bank regulators build
their capital guidelines.

The specificity and uniqueness of this system lies in the equation modeling
the capital that follows the logic of a model with bank capital as a call option
developed by Chami and Cosimano (2001, 2010).27 The principles of Shrives
and Dahl modeling of capital do not take into account the internal decisions of
banks while choosing the optimal level of capital and uses only risk, type of the
bank and bank size and macroeconomic factors as explanatory variables. In the
equation modeling the level of capital in our work, we take into consideration
more sound procedure of banks’ decisions that depends on (i) banks’ expectation about their future optimal loans that determines the future level of expected capital, which has an consequent impact on interest rates and potentially on banks’ profitability levels, and (ii) the fact that the expected levels of
capital limits the amount of provided loans since a fraction of the total loans
represented by the capital requirements must be held as capital, which can
result in lowered profitability of a bank, if it does not decide to increase interest rate on loans significantly (the interest rate effect is captured by the variable NIM discussed below). As a result, employing the equation representing
capital as a call option allows us to potentially assess the interconectness between banks’ profitability and interest rates.
In the system of simultaneous equations that consist of three equations
(profitability equation, risk equation and capital equation), endogenous variables described above are complemented by a set of exogenous variables to control for other factors with potential significant influence on the explained endogenous variables.

Profitability Equation
Based on the thorough review of existing literature on stand-alone modeling
of bank profitability, we constructed the following equation including micro and
macro determinants with probable effects on banks’ profitability:
27

For more details about this model, see section 4.1 of this work
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 A   PROF

PROF   0  1 K

2

t 1

  3OE   4 ACTMIX

 5 NIM   6 g   7  8 ln Assets   9 ln Assets 2  1

(4.2.1)

where:

 K A

Common equity/Tier 1/Total capital regulatory ratio
included to capture the simultaneity between the level
of capital and banks’ performance

PROFt 1

Lagged profitability included to control for the persis-

g

tency in the level of profitability
Operating expenditures measured by operating expenses
to total assets. This variable is included to embrace the
potential effect of managerial (in)efficiency
Activity mix proxied by the ratio of interest income to
operating income. This variable is included to control
for the level of diversification of bank activities. It is
crucial for the risk equation, but the nature of bank’s
activities can also influence the level of its profitability
Net interest margin is supposed to proxy the effect of
the monopoly power of a given bank. The higher this
margin, the higher the power of a bank to monopolistically set prices for its services, i.e. lending rates. To
capture the level of competition in an economy, some
authors use Herfindahl index. However, we believe that
Herfindahl index is too general as it captures overall
situation on the market but it does not capture the behavior of an individual bank. NIM directly describes the
power of an individual bank to set the prices for loans
and deposits but also accounts for the competitive conditions on the market
Real GDP growth to capture the overall conditions in



the economy
Inflation rate measured by CPI

OE

ACTMIX

NIM

ln Assets

Natural logarithm of total assets to control for the size
effects on profitability

ln Assets 2

Natural logarithm of total assets squared to control for
possible nonlinearities in the size-profit relation
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Risk equation
Risk equation includes variables that are expected to have a significant impact on the portfolio riskiness of banks:

 A   RISK

RISK  0  1 PROF   2 K

3

t 1

  4 ACTMIX

 5CL  6 LLP  7 ln Assets  8 ln Assets 2   2

(4.2.2)

where
PROF

 K A

Profitability of a bank measured by ROAA – the same
as used as a dependant variable in profitability equation
Common equity/Tier 1/Total capital regulatory ratio
included to capture the simultaneity between bank’s
risk taking and the level of capital choosing

RISKt 1
ACTMIX

CL

Lagged risk included to control for the persistency in
the level of risk
Activity mix measured by the ratio of interest income
to operating income. It is an important variable for the
risk equation as it controls for the overall level of risk
undertaken by banks to the extent that different
sources of income are characterized by different credit
risk and volatility
Ratio of nonperforming loans to assets included to capture the quality of loans on the bank’s balance sheet

LLP

Loan loss provisions to assets ratio included to reflect
the financial health of a bank

ln Assets

Natural logarithm of total assets to control for the size
effects on risk

ln Assets 2

Natural logarithm of total assets squared to control for
possible nonlinearities in the size-risk relation

Capital equation
Capital equation in this profitability-risk-capital system is represented by a
very similar equation as employed in capital-loan rate system in section 4.1.
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K

 A    K A   K A   r
  K  r   C    K  C  C
A
A
   K  C  ln Assets   ln Assets  
A

A

  0  1  K

2

t 1

t 1

D

3

t 1

D

4

5

t 1

L

6

t 1

L

5

D

(4.2.3)

2

6

4.2.3

t 1

D

7

8

3

Results

The system was estimated using 3SLS methodology that is the most suitable and efficient method for the system of equations when they are properly
identified and there is no risk of misspecification spread across the system.28
The data was obtained from the BankScope database and cover 594 banks over
the period 2006-2011.29 As already noted, all equations are estimated using
three types of capital requirement ratios (common equity ratio, Tier 1 ratio and
capital ratio), which yields three sets of results for each equation. Table 4.2.3
provides the combination of results for the profitability equation (4.2.1).
Table 4.2.3 Results for the profitability equation (4.2.1) using 3SLS estimation

Dependant variable PROF
Type of Capital

0

 K A
PROFt 1
OE

ACTMIX
NIM

g



Common Equity Ratio

Tier 1 Ratio

Total Capital
Ratio

5.103***
(1.331)
-0.122***
(0.030)
0.626***
(0.037)
-0.054
(0.064)
0.002
(0.003)
0.216***
(0.035)
0.000
(0.010)
0.072***
(0.017)

0.877
(0.922)
-0.003
(0.005)
0.621***
(0.024)
-0.105*
(0.062)
0.002
(0.003)
0.187***
(0.030)
-0.002
(0.009)
0.076***
(0.017)

0.792
(0.897)
-0.003
(0.004)
0.621***
(0.024)
-0.101
(0.061)
0.002
(0.003)
0.188***
(0.030)
-0.002
(0.009)
0.078***
(0.017)

28

For the results of endogenity of given variables and identification of equations, see Appendix.
29
This data include the same banks as data used in section 4.1.
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ln Assets 2

-0.508***
(0.138)
0.013***
(0.004)

-0.189*
(0.113)
0.006*
(0.004)

-0.181
(0.111)
0.006*
(0.004)

R2

21.74%

34.04%

34.12%

ln Assets

Source: Author using data from BankScope (standard errors are in parentheses,
***/**/* indicate 99%/95%/90% level of significance)

The most important profitability-capital relation studied in this equation
brings results favoring the critics of capital regulation who are afraid of a negative impact of stricter capital regulation on banks’ profitability. To put it differently, our model confirmed that there is a negative relationship between the
level of capital and profitability measured by ROAA. The effects of increased
common equity ratio, Tier 1 ratio and total capital are decreasing respectively
as both for significance and the absolute value, i.e. common equity ratio has
the greatest negative effect on profitability while total capital ratio has the
lowest effect in comparison with other two ratios. This can be interpreted in
such a way that more capitalized banks perform worse in terms of ROAA than
less capitalized banks, while the capital of higher quality enhances the degree of
the negative relationship between capital and profitability. More concretely, a
one percentage point increase in the level of common equity ratio results into
0.122 percentage points decrease in ROAA. The effect of Tier 1 and total capital ratio is also negative but not significant at standard levels of significance.
As analyzed in section 4.1.2, about 60% of banks included in the modeling do
not hold enough common equity capital to satisfy the required level regulatory
common equity ratio 9.5%. In case of these banks, fulfilling the regulatory requirement will, on average, lead to a decrease in profitability measured by
ROAA by 0.355 percentage points.
Our results are conflicting with the majority of existing literature that used
to find a significant positive relationship between capital and profitability, but
their validity is fully pleadable. Firstly, the simplest rationale behind this relationship is based on the principle that higher levels of capital are more expensive for banks (as capital is not, unlike debt, a tax deductible source of financing) and therefore lead, ceteris paribus, to lower net income and in turn to the
poorer profitability ratio. Secondly, the negative relation between profitability
and capital is naturally expected as higher capital requirements are supposed to
lower bankruptcy costs (risk) and following the logic of the risk-return relationship, also the profitability of banks. Thirdly, capital regulations appear to
refocuse banks’ attention from their aim to maximize profit to the effort to
manage their regulatory capital in order to avoid potential penalties. Lastly,
our empirical results confirm that some European banks tend to sell their profitable business in order to achieve required regulatory ratios as mentioned in
section 3.
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Turning to other explanatory variables included in the profitability equation, the estimated coefficients do not bring any surprising results as they are
in accordance with generally accepted economic theories. Higher monopoly
power of banks (measured by NIM) and better diversified activities have a positive impact on European banks’ profitability. As briefly mentioned in the introductory part of this section, the coefficient of NIM can be analyzed also
from another point of view. Because NIM is a proxy for interest rates spreads
and was correctly identified as a variable positively influencing profits, we can
consider this variable to be a connecting piece between the level of capital,
interest rates and profitability. Based on the obtained results in this section
and in section 4.1, we can make the following conclusion: an increase in the
interest rates as a result of increased capital requirements (resulting into other
steps taken by banks such as risk reduction – discussed further in this work)
will not be big enough (in spite of inelastic demand) to keep the level of profitability of European banks at least stable. Thus, the effect of higher capital levels will be negative, regardless an increase in the interest rates.
Apart from NIM and activity diversification, higher level of inflation is also
affecting the profitability positively, which means that wages of bank employees and other non-interest costs are growing slower than inflation. On the other
hand, the ineffectiveness of management (proxied by operating expenditures) is
a determinant with a negative impact on banks’ performance. The naturally
expected result that the profitability of European banks is persistent was confirmed with a solid statistical significance. However, the favorability of economic conditions measured by real growth of GDP does not have a significant relationship with profitability level. This may be due to the fact that the considerable part of economic activity impact was consumed by inflation variable that
has a positive effect on the level of profitability. The size effect measured by
the volume of assets was identified as significant indicating a convex relationship between assets and profitability. This is contrary to principles of economies of scale, but logically also justifiable, as a convex shape of profitabilityassets relationship implies that either very small product specific regional or
huge international banks with strong positions achieve high returns.
The results of the risk equation (4.2.2) employing all three types of capital
ratios are presented in Table 4.2.4.
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Table 4.2.4 Results for risk equation (4.2.2) using 3SLS estimation

Dependant variable RISK
Common Equity Ratio

Tier 1 Ratio

Total Capital
Ratio

0

-10.999
(25.402)

-35.822***
(13.433)

-37.815***
(13.058)

 K A

-1.773***
(0.581)

-0.397***
(0.067)

-0.404***
(0.065)

ACTMIX

8.802***
(1.545)
0.000
(0.000)
0.046
(0.052)

7.031***
(0.608)
0.000
(0.000)
0.080*
(0.042)

6.627***
(0.606)
0.000
(0.000)
0.076*
(0.042)

CL

1.972***
(0.161)

1.532***
(0.119)

1.498***
(0.119)

LLP

2.019***
(0.749)

1.911***
(0.356)

1.832***
(0.356)

14.727***
(2.530)
-0.616***
(0.070)
15.06%

15.763***
(1.662)
-0.611***
(0.052)
40.60%

16.113***
(1.626)
-0.621***
(0.052)
41.36%

Type of Capital

PROF

RISKt 1

ln Assets

ln Assets 2
R2

Source: Author using data from BankScope (standard errors are in parentheses,
***/**/* indicate 99%/95%/90% level of significance)

The generally known investment trade-off “higher risk
higher return”
was fully confirmed in our model via two channels. The first channel is represented by a direct relationship between risk and profitability where profitability
is included as an explanatory variable for the level of risk. Here, higher profitability level has a significant and relatively strong positive impact on the risk
level. The second channel leads through capital-risk and capital-profitability
relationships. In case of all three types of capital ratios, the higher they are, the
less risky banks’ assets are, and, considering the results of profitability equation
(4.2.1), less profitable the banks are, which jointly implies a positive relationship between risk and profitability. The overview of above discussed relationships is captured by Figure 4.2.1.
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Figure 4.2.1 Overview of risk - return relationships indicated by the results of
profitability and risk equations

Profitability

+

RISK
K

+

+

RISK
K

Capital

Profitability

Source: Author
Regarding solely the effects of capital levels on banks’ risk, our results coincide with that stream of existing literature confirming negative capital-risk
relationship (e.g. Jacques & Nigro (1997), Zhang, Wu, & Liu (2008)). In our
case, the risk was measured by the riskiness of held assets, thus, the interpretation of our findings is following: higher level of capital ratios held by banks
makes banks to decrease the risky assets relative to total assets, more concretely, a one percentage point increase in common equity/Tier 1/total capital ratio
leads to a decrease in risk weighted assets to total assets by 1.77/0.40/0.40
percentage points. These results can be understood in two ways: (i) lowering
risky assets may simply mean that banks, while keeping the same level of capital, decrease their risk weighted assets to fulfill the conditions of capital adequacy regulation, or in a better case (ii) the results support the usefulness of
banking regulation, as they confirm that higher capital requirements make
banks managers controlled by banks owners to behave more reasonably in regard to undertaking risky operation as they want to avoid the situation when
invested capital would be consumed by covering bankruptcy costs, which simultaneously eliminates the moral hazard connected with the insurance of customers deposits in banks. Turning to the hypothesis of Shrives & Dahl (1992)
who explain a negative relationship between the risk level and capital by the
strategy of banks to exploit the deposit insurance subsidy (meaning that lower
capitalized banks take more risk), our results, in principle, confirm this hypothesis. However, we look at this problem from a different perspective as we assume that better capitalized banks are afraid to take greater risks because the
exposure of their own funds is higher.
Almost all other variables included in the risk equation have a significant
impact on the level of risk. The only exclusion is the lagged risk variable, which
implies that there is almost no persistency in risk taking behavior of European
banks - banks change their decisions about risky operations operatively and
dynamically according to current internal and external conditions. The variable
activity mix representing the diversification of banks’ activities was expected to
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have a negative impact on the level of risk as the diversification is a generally
accepted method for unsystematic risk reduction. However, as both diversification and risk are represented by proxies, this expectation was not confirmed by
our results and portfolio diversification theory principles were not met. Variables representing the quality of provided loans and the financial health of a
bank (
and
, respectively) are significantly positively related to the level
of risk. The values of estimated coefficients for size variables (logarithm of assets and squared logarithm of assets) indicate a concave relationship between
the size of bank and its risk profile. In other word, larger banks take more risk,
but after reaching a certain level of assets, they try to decrease their risk taking
behavior. This is not a surprising finding as following the recent financial crisis,
the nature of activities conducted by the greatest banks are tracked carefully to
avoid the repetition of unpleasant events in 2008.
The estimated coefficients for the third equation (4.2.3) in the system modeling the capital choice procedure are presented in Table 4.2.5.
Table 4.2.5 Results for capital equation (4.2.3) using 3SLS estimation

Dependant variable

 K A

Type of Capital

Common Equity
Ratio

Tier 1 Ratio

Total Capital
Ratio

const

ln Assets 2

39.657***
(2.563)
0.146
(0.121)
-0.003
(0.005)
-0.012
(0.010)
0.003
(0.004)
0.079***
(0.024)
-0.006
(0.010)
0.056***
(0.013)
-0.008*
(0.005)
-3.030***
(0.338)
0.063***
(0.011)

109.848***
(5.510)
-0.841***
(0.075)
0.017***
(0.001)
-0.023
(0.020)
-0.007**
(0.003)
-0.272***
(0.053)
-0.020
(0.018)
0.104***
(0.013)
0.012***
(0.004)
-11.337***
(0.726)
0.323***
(0.023)

101.985***
(5.602)
-0.621***
(0.095)
0.013***
(0.001)
-0.026
(0.020)
-0.026***
(0.006)
-0.293***
(0.054)
-0.021
(0.019)
0.097***
(0.014)
0.006
(0.005)
-10.321***
(0.739)
0.298***
(0.024)

R2

42.62%

43.89%

41.46%

  K A

 A 
K

t 1

t 1

K

A



rD

 K A

t 1

rD

CL

CD

 K A
 K A

t 1

t 1

CL

CD

ln Assets

t 1

Source: Author using data from BankScope (standard errors are in parentheses,
***/**/* indicate 99%/95%/90% level of significance)
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We used this equation to capture the way how banks choose the level of
capital that is further utilized to model the levels of profitability and risk (analyzed above). The estimated coefficients of capital equation are, as for the
signs, either consistent with theoretical expectations or the results obtained and
discussed in section 4.1.30
The above discussed results of three simultaneous equations indicate (i) a
non-rejection of Hypothesis 2 about decreasing RWA by banks to make the
satisfaction of stricter capital requirements easier and smoother, and (ii) a rejection of Hypothesis 3 in which we anticipated no impact of higher capital
levels on the profitability of banks because the effects of higher interest rates,
cheaper sources of financing and less risky assets will cancel each other out. We
have to reject Hypothesis 3 because our results point towards the dominance of
the effect of poorer returns as a result of lower risk taking over higher interest
rates and the access to cheapest sources of financing.

30
For the detailed discussion of estimated results for the capital equation, see
section 4.1 of this work.
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4.3 The level of capital and value of the bank
The goal of this chapter is to provide an answer to a question what is the
potential impact of strengthened capital requirements on banks’ value in the
EU. Even though this question is relevant and interesting, it is not so frequently penetrated in connection with discussing potential effects of capital regulation. Whether the impact of increased capital levels will be positive or negative,
both scenarios are justifiable. If the bank’s value decreases as a result of holding more capital, this is because the market reacts negatively to a decreased
level of bank’s profitability. In case of a positive reaction reflected into a higher
market value, the investors appreciate decreased bank risk. Therefore, while in
the previous chapter we identified both positive and negative effects of stricter
capital requirements (lower risk and lower profitability), here, we want to find
out which of these effect is perceived strongly by the market.

4.3.1

Overview of existing literature

There exist three different points of view (leading to different results) about
the relationship between the level of held capital and the bank’s value.
Firstly, there is a generally known theorem of Modigliani and Miller developed as early as in 1958 stating that “the market value of any firm is independ-

ent of its capital structure and is given by capitalizing its expected return at
the rate appropriate to its class” (Modigliani & Miller, 1958, p. 268). Even
though some authors claim that the principle of financial intermediation creates
informational and other types of frictions, so this principle does not apply to
banks, Miller (1995) expressed the insistence on his original indifference theorem.
Secondly, the academics in 1970s pioneered the finding that if the capital
ratio is increased via issuing new equity, the relationship between the capital
level and the market value of a bank is negative.31 The rationale behind this is
built on four pillars: (i) a downward sloping demand curve for a given company
shares, (ii) a negative perception of issuing equity by rational investors32, (iii)

31

On theoretical issues regarding this see e.g. Ross (1977), Myers & Majluf
(1984)
32
Investors believe that the newly issued equity is accompanied by the effects
of superior information of management compared to investors. Managers know the
intrinsic value of company’s stock and prefer seasonal offering when the intrinsic
value is lower than the current market value. However, rational investors expect
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loosing part of advantageous tax effects and debt-related transparency of information effects and (iv) large transaction costs associated with equity issues
with potential negative effect on company’s operation. Decent representatives
of literature dealing empirically with this issue are Masulis & Korwar (1985)
who found a negative stock price change after secondary offering for both industrials and services providing firms.
Thirdly, there exist a stream of literature that directly quantifies the relation between the level of required capital and the bank’s value (which we also
analyze in this study), while the majority of studies belonging to this stream
find a positive relation. Valkanov & Kleimeier (2007) investigated the role of
regulatory capital in bank mergers and acquisitions (M&As) in the USA and
Europe and found that capital is perceived valuable by banks’ buyers. They
took the excess of regulatory capital as a key variable and identified that high
excess-capital targets are valued more by the market than their less capitalized
counterparts. The theoretical model verified by empirical data on bank M&As
presented by Mehran & Thakor (2009) showed that the cross-section of banks’
value is increasing in capital, no matter how the value is measured. More concretely, they found that the total bank value and its components (the purchase
price, goodwill, and NPV to the shareholders) are all increasing in the equity
capital of an acquired bank.
Nevertheless, to our best knowledge, there does not exist any piece of work
taking a closer look at the immediate impact of the regulatory obligation for
banks to increase their capital ratios on their value.
The overview of existing findings (including additional relevant studies to
those discussed above) is provided in table 4.3.1.
Table 4.3.1 Overview of the key empirical works dealing with banks’ valuecapital relationship
Authors

Short description

Methodology and data
used

Capital value relationship

Asquith &
Mullins
(1986)*

Investigates the effect
on stock prices of seasoned equity offerings

Statistical analysis of excess stock returns of 531
common stock offerings
between 1963-1981

Negative

Masulis &
Korwar
(1985)*

Examination of common
stock price adjustments to
announcements of
underwritten common
stock offerings

Statistical analysis of data
on seasoned issues over the
period 1963-1980

Negative

this and therefore sell their shares, which lowers the market price of the company’s
shares.
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Valkanov &
Kleimeier
(2007)

Mehran &
Thakor (2009)

DemirgucKunt,
Detragiache, &
Merrouche
(2010)

Investigating the role of
regulatory capital in bank
M&As

Standard event study methodology with focus on excess
regulatory capital using
data on M&As in 1997–2003
in the USA and Europe

Positive

Analyzing how bank capital structure and value
(including components of
value) are correlated in
the cross section

Dynamic theoretical model
of banks capital decisions
verified by regression analysis using data on M&As
announced in the period
1989-2007 in the USA

Positive

Analyzing whether better
capitalized banks experienced higher stock returns
during the financial crisis

Panel data regression on
data for banks in 12 economies during the period
Q1.2005-Q1.2009

Positive

Source: Author based on individual papers
*The literature on the decline of stock prices as a result of equity offering is extensive and dates back to 1980s, 1990s. Here, we provide just sample studies.

4.3.2

Model description

To estimate the effect of capital levels on European banks’ value, we use a
panel data model in which the bank value is represented by its market capitalization. The suitability of market capitalization as a figure representing the
bank value is obvious because this figure is generally accepted by the investment community to determine the bank's actual value. The equation used to
model the relationship of the bank's market value and the level of capital is
built on four key variables: value, capital, profitability and risk, while other
variables are incorporated to control for other potential significant effects influencing the bank value:

 A

ln VALUEi ,t   0  1 K

i ,t 1

  2 PROFi ,t   3 RISKi ,t

 4 PBi ,t   5 DPSi ,t   6 LoanQuali ,t   7 INDEX i ,t

(4.3.1)

8 ln Assetsi ,t   i ,t
where:

ln VALUEi ,t

The banks’ value represented by a change in natural
logarithm of market capitalization. Market capitalization is equal to the price per share multiplied by the
number of shares outstanding. We include logarithmic
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 K A

change of the variable (in principle returns) as it better
captures the reaction of investors on the level of capital
i ,t 1

Lagged Common equity/Tier 1/Total capital ratio. The
variable is lagged because market needs time to express
the reaction to the level of held capital

PROFi ,t

Profitability level represented by ROAA

RISKi ,t

Risk measured by the ratio of risky assets to total assets
in the bank’s portfolio

PBi ,t

Price to book ratio

DPSi ,t

Dividends per share used to capture to what extent the
paid dividends are a motivation for investors to buy the
shares of a given bank and thus improve its market performance

LoanQuali ,t

Quality of loans measured by the ratio of nonperforming loans to gross loans. The variable is included
to capture the health of the bank from the assets point
of view

INDEX i ,t

Main index of a stock market where the bank is quoted.
This variable captures the effect of overall situation on
the stock market and substitutes other control variables
of economic activity, such as GDP and inflation

ln Assetsi ,t

Natural logarithm of total assets used to control for the
size effect (the squared term did not show to be significant, so it was not included)

4.3.3

Results

The panel data model represented by equation (4.3.1) was estimated using
the fixed effects (FE) as it was diagnosed to be a more suitable model than the
random effects for our data set33. In Table 4.3.2 we report the results of the FE
methodology traditionally including all three types of capital ratios.

33

The results of appropriate tests are showed in Appendix.
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Table 4.3.2 Results for the equation (4.3.1) using the fixed effects methodology

Dependent Variable ln VALUEi ,t
Common
Equity Ratio

Tier 1 Ratio

Total
Capital Ratio

-9.791**
(3.855)

-14.209**
(4.546)

-14.990***
(3.708)

-0.133***
(0.030)

-0.037***
(0.012)

-0.045**
(0.020)

ln Assetsi ,t

0.184***
(0.065)
0.005
(0.005)
0.335***
(0.052)
0.005**
(0.002)
0.210***
(0.036)
0.005***
(0.001)
0.507**
(0.205)

0.153**
(0.069)
0.004
(0.006)
0.427***
(0.062)
0.004*
(0.002)
0.210***
(0.037)
0.005***
(0.001)
0.718***
(0.245)

0.175**
(0.068)
0.005
(0.005)
0.376***
(0.053)
0.004*
(0.002)
0.232***
(0.038)
0.006***
(0.001)
0.771***
(0.198)

R2

55.66%

53.80%

52.78%

Const

 K A

i ,t 1

PROFi ,t

RISKi ,t
PBi ,t
DPSi ,t
LoanQuali ,t

INDEX i ,t

Source: Author using data from BankScope (standard errors are in parentheses,
***/**/* indicate 99%/95%/90% level of significance)

The dilemma which of the impacts of capital increase reported in the previous sections of this work, whether decreased risk or decreased profitability is
perceived more strongly by the investors, is solved. The results indicate that
investors react negatively to higher levels of bank capital, which is reflected
into a negative reaction of banks’ market capitalization performance34. In order
to analyze the principles on which the whole system “value-capital-profitabilityrisk” was identified to work, the estimated coefficients and their interconectness
must be examined in more detail. The direct negative relationship between the
level of held capital and a change in market capitalization is valid with statistical significance for all three employed capital ratios. To put the results more
specifically, an increase in common equity ratio, Tier 1 ratio and total capital
ratio by one percentage point in the past leads to a negative change in market

34

As already mentioned above, we believe that including the performance of
market capitalization is the best indicator for the studied relationship as it also
captures the return to the investors. However, during the modeling we checked also
for a relationship between the absolute value of market capitalization and capital
ratios and it showed to be negative, as well.
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capitalization of banks by 13.3%, 3.7% and 4.5%, respectively.35 The positive
relationship between bank profitability and the change in market capitalization
reported by our model confirmed the market principle that investors are naturally willing to pay more for shares of better performing banks. In addition,
based on the values of estimated coefficients, the level of profitability is considered to be a more important factor influencing buying/selling decisions of investors than the level of risk because of the following reasons: (i) the relation
between risk and a change in market value was identified to be positive (but
insignificant), which means that investors do not tend to punish banks for undertaking more risky projects as they are expected to bring higher returns, (ii)
the relationship between the quality of loans (proxied by non-performing loans)
and the change in market capitalization showed to be positive, which adds to
point (i) that investors are not afraid of buying shares of more risky banks.
Turning the attention to other included variables, all coefficient reporting
significant results are in accordance with trading principles, i.e. dividend per
share, price to book ratio and stock market index performance pull the change
in market capitalization in a positive direction.
To sum it up, in spite of the fact that the higher the level of capital, the
lower the risk of banks, investors do not appreciate this principle when deciding
about shares buying. On the other hand, the level of profitability that is decreased by keeping more capital is a cardinal decision factor in our model and
significantly positively influences the value of a bank. Therefore, both of these
characteristics describing investors’ decision taking lead to a negative relationship between the performance of banks’ shares and a past change in capital
ratios.
The above stated results and discussion connote that we have to reject Hypothesis 4 that expected a positive impact of higher capital requirements on the
market value of banks, because the investors were expected to appreciate mainly the lower risk taking and less risky balance sheets of banks. This rejection is
connected with the non-confirmation of Hypothesis 3, where we had to reject
no effect of higher capital requirements on profitability. As the level of profitability was identified to decrease, the assumptions of Hypothesis 4 changed,
which resulted into the rejection of this hypothesis.

35
In the equation, the dependant variable is in natural logarithm, therefeore,
we interpret the coefficients in percentages. (Wooldridge, 2009)
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4.4 Discussion of empirical results
In spite of facts that not all results are in a complete consonance with the
findings of prevailing literature and that we had to reject some of our initial
hypotheses, putting our results together into one picture is not incompatible
and makes a perfect sense. For an easier orientation, in Figure 4.4.1, we provide a complex overview of the results modeling an impact of one percentage
increase in common equity ratio on European banks.
Figure 4.4.1 Complex overview of the identified potential impact of Basel III
on European banks

An increase in lending
rates by 18.8 bpts

A decrease in volume of
provided loans by
2.00% from the current
volume

Lower profitability by
0.122 percentage points
A decrease in the
market performance
of banks (measured by
a change in market capitalization) by 13.3%

An increase in
common equity
ratio by one percentage point
Lower risk taking: the
ratio of RWA to total
assets will decrease by 1.77
percentage points

Source: Author

We have found that the obligation of higher capital ratios will lead, as expected, to an increase in lending rates by, on average, about 18.8 bpts for every
additional percentage point of common equity ratio needed, which is an amplitude consistent with findings of e.g. MAG (2010a, 2010b) and Elliott (2009b).
However, as expected and described in section 4.1, our results indicate a lower
impact on lending rates in comparison with findings of Roger & Vlcek (2011),
who identified an increase in lending spreads by 60 basis points for European
banks for every percentage point increase in the analyzed capital ratio. As described further in this discussion, our finding indicates that the channel of raising the level of capital via retained earnings boosted by significantly higher
interest income will not be the only strategy of banks how to satisfy new capital rules. Moreover, another important aspect of this finding is that as a result
of exploiting of the lending rates channel just modestly and an inelastic de70

mand for loans in the EU, we do not assume a detrimental impact of higher
capital requirements on the economic output caused by a significant decrease in
provided loans.
Taking a closer look at the results of capital-risk-profitability relationship
modeling, we can both identify the way how European banks will cope with
higher capital requirements and justify a less frequent character of relationship
between capital and profitability. We have found that higher capital ratios lead
to lower profitability and lower portfolio risk, which corresponds to a simple
principles of risk-return trade-off. This means that European banks will reach
compulsory ratios by taking lower risk, i.e. they will lower their RWA, while
doing so will substantially supplement the increase in lending rates. To put the
records straight, the channel of decreasing RWA, however, does not immediately mean shrunken balanced sheet and significantly lower volume of provided
loans. On the contrary, the impact of higher capital on the volume of provided
loans is a result of higher interest rates, but this effect was quantified to be
minimal. A crucial aspect of this process is that undertaking less risky operations is accompanied by lower profitability and limited possibility to build capital from retained earnings, so we expect that lower risk taking will be a long
run way how to keep the capital ratios at levels satisfying regulatory conditions.
Seemingly the most surprising outcome of our work: a negative relationship
between the profitability and the level of capital (that was so far reported in a
very few studies, e.g. Goddard, Molyneux, & Wilson (2004), Ngo (2008)) makes
a perfect sense in the realms of a potential reaction of European banks to
stricter capital requirements. We identified that European banks will increase
interest rates just modestly (followed by a reaction of a moderate fall in demand for loans), so it would not be reasonable to expect that their profitability
would increase because banks will have to additionally both/either (i) issue new
equity or use retained earnings to increase capital, which will result into higher
costs of operations lowering profitability and/or (ii) decrease RWA that will,
based on a positive risk-return relationship, lead to an automatic decrease in
profitability. In our study, the second way of coping with the stricter capital
requirements was manifestly confirmed, and the first one (although not explicitly confirmed in this work) is also expected to be employed by European
banks.
On the subject of another, at the first sight, a surprising finding (in regards
to existing literature, such as Valkanov & Kleimeier (2007), Mehran & Thakor
(2009)) that is a negative relationship between the level of capital and the
market capitalization of banks, it would not be realistic to expect a different
character of this relationship and our results are in a complete accordance with
the rest of the findings in this work. Based on the modeling of quoted European
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banks’ market value determinants, historical results show that investors are
strongly motivated by the indicators of profitability and the lower level of risk
is not appreciated at all. Therefore, as a consequence of decreased profitability
of European banks caused by higher capital requirements, investors will react
negatively and the performance of market capitalization of banks is expected to
decrease.
To sum it up, if we found that as a reaction to stricter capital requirements, European banks would take a more aggressive approach and more extensively increase lending rates, their profitability would probably increase,
which would also pull their market capitalization performance and our results
would probably add up to a majority of existing literature identifying positive
capital-profitability and capital-market value relationship. Nevertheless, we
identified just a moderate increase in interest rates and lower risk taking as a
result of higher capital levels, so the profitability and the market value simply
cannot increase. Therefore, as a whole picture, our results are in a perfect consonance and fully economically justifiable.
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5 Conclusion
The aim of this thesis was to analyze to what extent the arguments of critics of new capital regulation are valid and justified by econometric modeling.
The outcomes of our models (incorporating data on 600 banks operating within
the EU in period 2005-2011) imply that the critics are right, but only partially.
Firstly, the greatest concern of those who criticize the rule to increase capital levels is a potential detrimental impact on economies through increased
interest rates and decreased volume of provided loans. Our results, however, do
not justify these concerns and predict just a modest drop in provided loans by
about 2% from currently provided loans. The drop in loans is not expected to
be large because (i) many European banks have already fulfilled the capital
requirements even they are not fully compulsory nowadays, (ii) the impact of
one percentage point increase in common equity ratio should lead to an increase in lending rates by only 18.8 basis points, and (iii) the elasticity of demand for loans in Europe was reported to be relatively low. Moreover, taking
into consideration that the implementation period of new capital requirements
will be eight-year-long, these impacts should not be so perceptible for economies.
Secondly, some critics, especially bankers, are afraid of negative impacts of
high capital buffers on banks’ ability to generate profits. In this case, our outcomes confirm these worries, more concretely we anticipate that one percentage
point increase in common equity ratio will result into a drop of current return
on average assets of banks by 0.122 percentage points. Nevertheless, this negative relationship of the capital level and profitability will not be caused only by
the inactivity and expensiveness of funding resources, as many critics tend to
point out, but it will be also a result of less risky operations we predict banks
will undertake. This expectation is obvious from a negative relationship between RWA and the level of capital ratios identified by our modeling.
Thirdly, the results of the analysis dealing with the relationship of the capital level and the market value of banks are in favor of capital regulation’s critics. Our findings predict a negative impact of increased capital ratios on the
market performance of traded banks, which indicates that owners of better
capitalized banks are (will be) worse off in comparison with owners of better
capitalized banks in these ways: (i) the owners of better capitalized banks are
subjected to lower profitability of their banks, which is perceived negatively by
them; (ii) the equity holders appreciate neither the reduction of riskiness of
operations undertaken by their banks nor the consequent decrease in moral
hazard as they are not the ones (unlike debt holders) benefiting from these (in
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the eyes of regulators) wished consequences of capital regulation; (iii) high capital ratios negatively influence the performance of given quoted banks in the
market, which causes harm to their shareholders.
Our work deals mainly with the points of view of critics and in more detail
verifies just potential negative impacts of new capital rules applicable for normal banks within the European Union. Therefore, for the further research, we
propose following extension of the current analytical scope provided within this
work: (i) to take a closer look at some arguments proclaimed by supporters of
stricter capital regulation and quantitatively scrutinize, for example, to what
extent the supporters are right when claiming that higher capital requirements
decrease social costs via decreased moral hazard; (ii) to look at the capital requirements specific for SIFIs and analyze in more detail the impact of these
even stricter rules on given banks; (iii) to examine the impacts of capital requirements separately for more geographic areas (the USA, Asia, Australia)
and provide their mutual comparison in order to bring an unrestricted global
view on the studied issue.
To conclude the findings of this work, let’s recall the words of David Putts,
a CEO of Equa Bank, who frankly admitted that threats of bankers about the
decrease in the volume of provided loans are just pure threats. As our results
indicate that he is right, the greatest worries about detrimental effects can be
swept away. Regarding the negative effect of higher capital requirements on
banks profitability, we believe that the dynamics, creativity and evolution of
banks will allow them to eliminate these impacts of the higher capital requirements and keep the profitability at least stable, while carrying on with decreased volume of risky operations in the long-run.
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Appendix
1
Tests for endogenity of Capital in Interest rate equations in
Section 4.1
2

Tests for loan volume equation in Section 4.1

3

Identification of equations in Section 4.1
3.1

Order condition for identification (necessary condition)

3.2

Rank condition for identification (sufficient condition)

4
Tests for endogenity in Profitability and Risk Equations in
Section 4.2
5

Identification of equations in Section 4.2
5.1

Order condition for identification (necessary condition)

5.2

Rank condition for identification (sufficient condition)

6
Tests for suitability of methodology for panel data on bank value
in Section 4.3
7

Descriptive statistic of data used in Sections 4.1 and 4.2

8

Descriptive statistic of data used in Sections 4.3

1 Tests for endogenity of Capital in Interest rate
equations in Section 4.1
Hausman test
H0: OLS is consistent and efficient (no endogenity in given variables)
HA: OLS Inconsistent (endogenity present)

2

Type of Ratio used in an equation
Interest rate Equation
(H0 = EA is exogenous)
Interest Rate Equation
(H0 =Tier 1 is exogenous)
Interest Rate Equation
(H0 = Total capital is exogenous)

3.04155
(d.f.: 9)
2.69416
(d.f.: 9)
0.43853
(d.f.: 9)

p-value
0.08
0.10
0.50

The magnitudes of p-values indicate the endogenity of common equity ratio
and Tier 1 ratio at 10% level of significance.

2

Tests for loan volume equation in Section 4.1

Multicolinearity test for equation 4.1.4:
Variance Inflation Factors
Minimum possible value = 1.0, Values
problem

10.0 may indicate a colinearity

Variable

VIF

ln rL
GDP
INF

1.074
1.288
1.219
1.050

ln Assets

VIF(j) = 1/(1 - R(j)2), where R(j) is the multiple correlation coefficient
Normality test for equation 4.1.4:
Based on the p-value of normality test (0.00000), residuals are not normally
distributed, however, according to Wooldridge (2009), it is fairly well known
that normality plays no role in showing that the OLS estimators are the best
linear unbiased estimators.

3

Identification of equations in Section 4.1

3.1

Order condition for identification (necessary condition)

Equation 4.1.3:

 A   r

r L  0  1 K

D

2

 3CL   4CD  5 r K  6 ln Assets  7 g  8   LR

Number of right hand side endogenous variables (g1) = 1
Number of right hand side excluded exogenous variables (k1) = 6

k1  g1  equation 4.1.3 is overidentified
Equation 4.1.2:

K

A



  0  1  K

 A

 5C L  6 K

A

t 1



 A   K A   r    K A r
 C    K  C  ln Assets   ln Assets
A

t 1

CL

2 K
5

D

D

t 1

6

3

t 1

t 1

D

D

4

t 1

7

8

2

 3

Number of right hand side endogenous variables (g2) = 0
Number of right hand side excluded exogenous variables (k2) = 3

k2  g2  equation 4.1.2 is overidentified

3.2

Rank condition for identification (sufficient condition)

Rewritten equations to more appropriate forms for rank condition verification:

 A  r

 1 K

L

 0   2 r D  3CL   4CD  5 r K

 6 ln Assets  0  7 g  8  0  0  0  0  0   LR

K

A



 0   0   3r D   5C L  5C D 0   7 ln Assets   8 ln Assets 2  0  0   1  K

 A   K A

 2 K

t 1

t 1

Matrix of parameters:

 A

4 K

t 1

 A

r D   6 K

t 1

 A

C L  6 K

t 1

C D  3

A



t 1

   1   0   2   3   4   5   6 0   7  8 0 0 0 0 0 
A 1

0  1  2  4  6  6 
 1 0  0  3  5  5 0  7  8 0
Equation of zero restrictions:

0

0
0

0
0

0
0

1

0
0

0
1

1
1

1
1


0

1
0

0
0

0
1

0
0

1

1
0

0
0

0
0


Product of A and ©:

0

A.  
  7   1   3   4   6   7
rank  A.   2
Number of endogenous variables = 1

1  5  7  8 

0


2  1  1  system is overidentified

4 Tests for endogenity in Profitability and Risk
Equations in Section 4.2
Hausman test
H0: OLS is consistent and efficient (no endogenity in given variables)
HA: OLS is inconsistent (endogenity present)

H  (2SLS - OLS )T [Cov(2SLS ) - Cov(OLS )]1 (2 SLS - OLS )

 2j

2

p-value

PROFITABILITY Equation
(H0 = EA is exogenous)

16.723
(d.f.:10)

4.33e-005

PROFITABILITY Equation
(H0 =Tier 1 is exogenous)

4.47675
(d.f.:10)

0.034

PROFITABILITY Equation
(H0 = Total Capital is exogenous)

5.95527
(d.f.:10)

0.015

RISK Equation
(H0 = EA, PROF are exogenous)

17.7222
(d.f.:9)

1.42e-004

RISK Equation
(H0 = Tier1 , PROF are exogenous)
RISK Equation
(H0 = Total capital , PROF are
exogenous)

57.747
(d.f.:9)

2.89e-013

56.2134
(d.f.:9)

6.21e-013

Type of Ratio used in an equation

The magnitudes of p-values indicate the endogenity of all given variables
at least 5% level of significance.

5

Identification of equations in Section 4.2

5.1

Order condition for identification (necessary condition)

Equation 4.2.1



PROF   0  1 K

A

   PROF

t 1

2

  3OE   4 ACTMIX

 5 NIM   6 g   7   8 ln Assets   9 ln Assets 2  1
Number of right hand side endogenous variables (g1) = 2
Number of right hand side excluded exogenous variables (k1) = 12

k1  g1  equation 4.2.1 is overidentified
Equation 4.2.2

 A   RISK

RISK   0  1 PROF   2 K

3

t 1

  4 ACTMIX

 5CL  6 LLP  7 ln Assets  8 ln Assets 2   2
Number of right hand side endogenous variables (g2) = 1
Number of right hand side excluded exogenous variables (k2) = 10

k2  g2  equation 4.2.2 is overidentified
Equation 4.2.3
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D

7

D

4

t 1

8

Number of right hand side endogenous variables (g3) = 0
Number of right hand side excluded exogenous variables (k3) = 9

k3  g3  equation 4.2.3 is overidentified

2

 3

5.2

Rank condition for identification (sufficient condition)

Rewritten equations to more appropriate forms for rank condition verification:
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1  1 PROF   2 K

0
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Matrix of parameters:

0
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0
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Equation of zero restrictions:
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Product of A and ©:
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0
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0
5
1
2
3
4
6
5
6
 1 2 3 4 6 5 6


rank  A.   3
Number of endogenous variables = 3

3   3  1  system is overidentified

6 Tests for suitability of methodology for panel
data on bank value in Section 4.3
Test for differing group intercepts
H0: Groups have a common intercept (FE suitable)
H1: Groups do not have a common intercept (FE not suitable)
Type of ratio used in the equation
Common equity Ratio
Tier 1 Ratio
Total Capital Ratio

F Statistics
1.51973
(d.f.: 94, 230)
1.33713
(d.f.: 93, 220)
1.50156
(d.f.: 93, 220)

p-value
0.00616776
0.0434173
0.00772801

Hausman specification test
H0: GLS estimates are consistent (RE suitable)
H1: GLS estimates are not consistent (RE not suitable)

2

p-value

Common equity Ratio

89.0096 (d.f.: 8)

7.38693e-016

Tier 1 Ratio

58.8047 (d.f.: 8)

7.99342e-010

Total Capital Ratio

77.7494 (d.f.: 8)

1.38585e-013

Type of ratio used in the equation

The magnitudes of p-values indicate that the FE is preferred to the RE.

7
Value

MIN

MAX

Average

Median

Descriptive statistic of data used in Sections 4.1 and 4.2

Year

Common
Equity
Ratio

Tier 1
Ratio

Total
Capital
Ratio

cL

cD

rD

rL

ROAA

ROAE

NIM

RISK

ACT
MIX

LLP

OE

Loans THS

Assets THS

2006

0.66

4.90

7.02

0.00

0.85

0.00

0.00

-16.85

-62.50

-0.09

1.51

-22.53

-2.68

1.72

500

6,300

2007

0.61

4.60

6.84

0.00

0.09

0.14

0.49

-15.96

-43.10

-0.36

1.36

-58.40

-1.39

-0.29

2,700

16,400

2008

0.60

4.86

6.63

0.00

0.08

0.48

0.63

-6.18

-40.99

-0.08

1.29

-199.00

-0.43

0.01

8,200

22,200

2009

-0.47

-0.40

4.50

0.00

0.10

0.39

0.93

-6.94

-239.20

-0.36

0.00

-303.00

-4.20

0.00

8,700

22,300

2010

0.35

1.57

2.92

0.01

0.17

0.00

0.12

-17.93

-245.05

0.10

7.46

-150.00

-0.39

0.02

10,200

24,200

2011

-0.15

2.25

4.50

0.00

0.24

-0.48

0.45

-25.87

-494.20

0.14

5.02

-35.07

-7.32

0.00

11,000

23,900

2006

49.21

167.90

167.90

9.38

747.72

196.84

38.60

19.65

125.67

11.84

150.89

15.77

6.25

21.95

695,912,691

1,485,729,544

2007

52.00

119.00

127.00

26.21

1,291.47

149.33

59.87

19.26

150.25

12.63

81,100

23.00

7.35

12.00

1,128,650,689

2,586,701,332

2008

68.11

105.68

110.42

14.05

3,331.08

295.68

89.44

21.20

202.73

18.40

145.02

43.73

4.83

10.27

916,266,735

2,515,717,949

2009

52.36

105.68

105.68

28.97

289.13

78.53

121.97

13.82

110.83

11.33

133.63

210.00

9.79

10.18

818,846,422

2,057,698,000

2010

55.91

135.70

159.20

22.48

223.40

214.81

61.27

11.29

67.64

17.43

128.77

81.97

46.82

7.56

717,965,000

1,998,158,000

2011

36.52

203.70

204.00

24.40

203.74

82.03

52.16

10.98

80.24

17.30

115.59

892.00

25.88

6.26

759,452,000

1,975,206,934

2006

9.85

14.42

15.93

1.81

15.00

5.20

6.52

0.79

9.39

2.60

65.57

2.32

0.37

1.06

984,652

1,723,482

2007

9.75

13.91

15.45

3.09

10.42

3.60

6.37

0.93

10.76

2.81

226.53

2.43

0.39

1.05

1,138,905

1,919,496

2008

9.69

13.80

15.42

3.01

11.67

3.77

6.97

0.95

10.21

2.94

67.58

2.67

0.48

1.00

1,314,387

2,148,570

2009

9.37

13.55

15.19

3.59

6.28

3.20

7.14

0.59

4.66

2.91

66.44

3.65

0.80

0.99

1,434,016

2,316,640

2010

9.56

14.56

16.22

4.55

5.90

2.17

4.96

0.32

1.98

2.40

64.33

2.59

1.06

0.93

1,486,183

2,413,269

2011

9.28

15.02

16.68

5.49

5.53

1.32

4.29

0.14

0.03

2.25

63.11

3.98

0.97

0.90

1,555,373

2,482,326

2006

9.11

11.80

13.10

1.15

4.21

2.90

5.66

0.68

8.01

2.71

66.52

2.14

0.30

1.00

571,249

887,699

2007

9.12

11.34

12.88

2.60

4.92

1.75

5.60

0.88

9.46

2.96

68.54

2.39

0.28

1.03

637,750

987,547

2008

9.20

11.20

12.67

2.58

4.76

1.79

6.20

0.90

9.55

3.05

70.72

2.74

0.39

0.97

752,947

1,133,687

2009

8.96

11.36

13.00

3.06

4.69

2.37

6.64

0.63

6.69

3.07

68.45

3.96

0.56

0.91

829,232

1,290,640

2010

9.11

12.26

13.80

3.99

4.50

1.08

4.59

0.38

4.30

2.40

67.55

2.47

0.72

0.85

867,564

1,353,416

8.78

12.77

14.37

4.75

4.28

0.74

3.91

0.31

3.31

2.26

66.03

2.49

0.60

0.83

884,497

1,346,950

2011

All values except for assets and loans are ratios, so they are in %

8
Value

MIN

MAX

Average

Median

Descriptive statistic of data used in Sections 4.3

2005

Common
Equity
Ratio
-1.86

4.85

Total
Capital
Ratio
7.29

-2.34

22.60

3.48

0.06

0.00

0.13

-5.56

Market
capitalization
THS
61,195,200

2006

2.04

4.90

8.33

-0.50

5.26

3.10

0.02

0.00

0.17

-5.56

30,078,139

78,527

2007

1.85

5.45

7.61

-2.15

6.08

2.31

0.02

0.00

0.05

-22.90

37,620,315

70,800

2008

0.86

5.17

7.56

-4.11

13.97

3.00

0.02

0.00

0.08

-88.10

17,473,963

67,644

2009

1.35

0.10

6.12

-6.94

0.00

5.13

0.01

0.00

0.17

-79.07

13,011,644

56,041

2010

1.89

4.31

7.57

-2.51

18.17

0.99

0.01

0.00

0.10

-34.04

10,400,000

81,000

2011

-0.08

2.25

4.50

-29.73

17.62

3.23

-1.81

0.00

0.12

-76.55

9,630,454

82,000

2005

95.33

27.80

21.52

6.31

122.84

567.19

7.69

15.26

27.12

103.61

154,225,594,831

1,349,203,154

2006

96.60

53.40

45.70

21.45

137.15

459.47

6.92

129.33

26.59

132.72

159,166,262,353

1,571,768,000

2007

97.35

54.90

54.00

14.21

129.76

614.94

26.74

124.52

44.10

79.88

135,480,804,106

2,586,701,332

2008

95.59

47.10

38.80

20.25

114.27

441.82

9.11

1260.55

22.43

79.88

83,942,936,215

2,515,717,949

2009

96.75

32.90

34.90

10.63

104.37

34.90

8.58

76.85

30.60

67.79

138,712,107,216

2,057,698,000

2010

94.91

28.30

28.00

31.55

101.29

205.45

8.05

1270.51

12.58

57.37

134,911,811,465

1,998,158,000

2011

93.66

27.90

27.90

6.64

102.63

242.60

5.37

1493.55

19.12

19.78

104,846,774,725

2,164,103,000

Year

Tier 1
Ratio

ROAA

RISK

Liquidity

PB

DPS

Loan
quality

INDEX

Assets THS
110,931

2005

9.65

9.96

12.72

1.20

59.18

46.86

1.89

1.39

4.13

29.85

13,246,933,734

120,446,005

2006

10.56

10.42

12.71

1.63

60.86

47.18

1.93

3.12

3.28

23.49

11,984,569,748

132,211,863

2007

10.60

9.52

12.28

1.59

62.97

44.10

2.12

3.09

3.01

9.02

10,584,360,293

148,774,033

2008

10.30

10.09

12.41

1.26

63.07

35.98

1.35

18.10

2.64

-42.58

5,326,166,875

163,088,395

2009

10.26

5.34

12.80

0.62

61.23

10.58

1.04

2.77

3.42

20.50

6,139,828,877

150,625,332

2010
2011
2005

10.98
10.44
7.53

11.45
11.62
8.50

13.56
13.60
12.30

0.95
0.17
0.93

59.80
57.35
59.05

29.51
29.50
33.70

0.96
0.72
1.75

16.27
21.89
0.49

3.62
4.14
2.68

4.94
-20.19
26.69

6,107,119,582
4,327,138,438
2,772,385,395

157,321,642
164,142,137
11,121,467

2006

7.63

8.45

11.63

1.00

60.13

31.39

1.79

0.51

2.43

17.16

2,594,980,578

11,304,217

2007

7.45

8.45

11.17

1.00

64.11

29.59

1.61

0.48

2.07

5.17

2,092,876,026

11,933,900

2008

7.41

8.76

11.30

0.81

66.55

27.30

0.97

0.54

2.25

-46.11

1,057,217,446

12,663,900

2009

7.35

4.70

12.00

0.56

63.24

9.50

0.78

0.24

2.66

24.55

788,828,269

12,893,081

2010

7.90

10.56

13.01

0.49

62.16

18.68

0.75

0.17

3.09

4.03

917,507,392

13,784,050

2011

7.70

10.70

12.95

0.41

59.04

17.50

0.57

0.29

3.26

-16.84

602,116,174

14,684,300

All values except for assets and market capitalization are ratios, so they are in %

